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PREFACE ~ 
I, The following thesis has been prepared for the purpose of ~ .•. ' introducing a systematized method of approach to the discovery , and formulation of psychological problems existing in industry 
'~ 
I; 
:; 
d 
~:.~ ··~ \. 
today. Many volumes have been written to present the theories 
of industrial psychology, yet little has been written about the 
·~ technique of conducting a psychological investigation--the· only I•! 
:'l 
· ~ means by which these postulations can be applied. Textbooks 
unravel theory, teachers preach it, students repeat it, but who 
practices it and how? A few of the recent leaders of this field 
have recognized the importance of authentic oases of industrial 
situations, 1 but they, too, have failed to reveal how one conducts 
these:i~vestigations. As a result, the facts concerning the ad-
ministrative phases of psychological investigations are a closed 
book to those interested in this field. For example, the mere 
fact that psychological incongruities exist in a plant conveys no 
assurance that the president is willing to spend thousands of 
dollars correcting them. The psychologist must turn financier and 
present figures giving the advantages of the· efforts of psycho-
logical investigators in dollars and cents. Few industrial men 
are philanthropic to the extent that they would agree to a costly 
experiment that brought them no return, simplY:;to put the employees 
l') ~ ~ • 
.. :~· -
;;~~- -~·,> 
1 H. Welch and G. Miles, Industrial Psychology in Practice, Pitman 
and Sons, London, 1932. 
B. Moore and G. Hartmann, Readings in Industrial Psychology, 
Appleton, New York, 1931. 
~~~ 
in'i good humor. 
·,~ 
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Another fact that can be offered as an indication 
:'~) .···1 
of]the importance of case analyses is that the inside of a factory 
,_. <:~ 
dit'fers from the interior of a psychological laboratory; for in the 
l~~ter variables can be made constant, and the subjects do· not rely 
. :,.;,,,~ 
-~~>daily output for their wages. Lastly, a remedi~l program must 
. ;·.,::J 
·be. 'designed that is not productive of antagonism in the worker, not 
; .• . ; ('~ 
burdensome to the financial structure of the company, and not so 
complicated that it requires excessive supervision. 
··' 
::i 
'I An historical sketch is presented to the reader to give him a 
... ~ 
fa~tual acquaintance with the origins of the problems in industrial 
', l" 
psychotecbnics. This acquaintance also offers a background for the 
.~ 
study of present-day problems; for, as we all know, history repeats 
··itself to some extent, and the problems of today appear more com-
( 
. ·} 
·. prehensi ve and conspicuous when we have previously analyzed them in 
' i .·.·:::~ 
a variety of situations. We will follow, step by step, the various 
industrial stages: the family as the industrial unit; the small 
· factory, the growing factory, accompanied by attempts at industrial 
efficiency; and the present-day system. 
,· 
'>: ::··~} 
'· The methodology that we are to consider is, of course, only ···~· ~ 
applicable when problems are of sufficient magnitude to be discern-
. ',~ 
'A 
. ible. Unfortunately, many chronic aberrations of good industrial 
· :,;:.·.\olicies persist unnoticed, and are infrequently corrected. A con-
·~ 
·acientious worker will bear the burden· of a malad,1ustment himself 
I 
·-: 
increasing his efforts to compensate for the disturbance. poss-
--~.~::J·.:··· . ... ;/' 
ibly nobody will know of this discomfort, n~t even~he victim himself. 
#-·•t· 
Many of these below-limen problems w111 be solved at the advent 
of sound placement practices, either on the part of industry or 
education. The testing field is becoming increasingly more accurate, 
,· 
--·- ----·;;; ;;;..;;··-
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and standardization of school clinical procedures will enable us 
in time, to rely confidently on the primary and secondary school 
test findings of a college entrant in order that a program may be 
administered that is commensurate to his abilities and interests. 
With correct diagnoses and prognoses of youths about to· embark 
upon a career, fewer adjustment problems should arise in industry 
and other vocational pursuits. 
This paper has been prepared under the- careful guidance of -
Dr. Wayland F. vaughan, to-whom I wish to express my deepest appre-
ciation. I am also indebted to, and have the pleasure of mention-
ing Mr. William Cunningham, head of the English Department of 
Jamaica Plain High School, for valuable suggestions on the English 
content of the paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Scope of Psychotechnology 
Perhaps it is not in accordance with psychological laws to 
burden the threshold of any piece of reading matter with a defi-
nition. Among other things, psychology emphasizes the difficulty 
encountered by the human mind in ridding itself of or in altering 
a first impression. Nevertheless, with due regard to this fact, 
a definition of PSYCHOTECHNOLOGY is imperative because of the 
varied connotations this word inspires. 
Psychotechnology is a term used to denote the ~pplication of 
the science of psychology to all forms of human behavior in an 
effort to bring to light, solve, or predict, in a manner benefi-
cial to human welfare, the practical problems arising from the 
interplay of man and his environment. It is the application of 
scientific findings in psychology to the needs of man. It is ob-
vious that psychotechnology and applied psychology are synonymous. 
Psychotechnology is not, strictly speaking, a science, as 
science restricts itself to the discovering, explaining, and 
classifying of facts; whereas psychotechnology involves the deter-
mination of values and trespasses into the field of art. The 
psychotechnologist surveys the "systematized positive knowledge" 
(as Doctor Sarton defines science) and chooses the findings that 
seem to him o~ worth to animal or human living, and administers 
. 
them to the best of his ability. Architect~~e~ navigation, and 
• 
economics use mathematics; pharmacy and industry use chemistry; 
and genetics uses biology 1n exactly the same manner that psycho-
technology uses psychology and related sciences. 
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At the present time, psychotechnology is confused with tech-
nocracy, a new wide-spread movement attempting torenovate our whole 
economic system. Psychotechnology is not limited to economic con-
di tiona, and technocracy is not confined to the psychological 
aspects of its subject matter. In essence, technocracy is attempt-
ing to produce the highest state of physical efficiency possible 
.in the economic world. "Physical efficiency" is used in a very 
catholic sense, and will be·treated in detail later in conjunction 
with technocracy. 
Psychotechnology is not restricted to problems in industry, 
as some believe. The applications or psychology to practical 
problems are _all of recent origin, but have progressed with such 
astounding rapidity that improvements· of worth have been contin-
uously noted in the fields of medicine, education, mental hygiene, 
sociology, law, business and religion. This paper will consider 
the problems of industry only, however interesting the others may be. 
An Acqua1ntanceehip with Industrial Psychology 
Industrial psychology is concerned with (a) the disclosure or 
problemS·' arising from the considerations of the comfort, safety, 
health, efficiency, and morale of the workers; together with his 
relations with his work, companions, immediate superiors, and 
management, and (b)· the treatment of these problems. As is apparent 
the study is unlimited, a thorough treatment entailing many volumes. 
We are to focus our attention on (a) only: considering the treatment 
only when it affects our method of disclosing's. problem. 
~· 
Industrial psychology is concerned in part with the study of 
individual differences. .ll'amiliari ty with the normal curve of 
6 
probability shows us, in addition to the fact that human traits 
tend to t"ocus around a particular "normal" condition, that there 
is a persistent variation in many cases from normal·. It is the 
deviation from the normal that must be studied, as no person is 
normal in all respects. We may say that we have our t"irst problem 
before us, that of the treatment of the variations in human traits. 
We are sure that the condition exists because we see that some in-
dividuals are able to do the work that others are unable to do; 
some individuals are satisfied and some are unsatisfied with the 
same work; some advance and are successful and others remain on-the 
same Job for years. Statistics reveal this variation with great 
accuracy, common-sense makes apparent this variation with less ac-
curacy. It has been discovered that men not only differ from each 
other; they themselves differ from day to day. One day a man's 
digestive process may not be functioning "at par"; another day too 
. 
many bills may arrive at his house; another day may rind him elated 
because of rising stocks, or perhaps a new baby at his house; or 
possibly he may be terribly dismayed at finding a shoe missing in 
the morning. 
The problems of individual differences has been found of im-
portance in industry because: 
1. It is through the study of individual differences 
that we acquaint ourselves with the methods to use in effecting 
proper placement of workers. 
2. The study of individual differences is invaluable in 
determining the practicability of adapting the. worker to the machine. 
Of course, the other alternative is to.alter the machine to accommo-
date the worker. 
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3. Individual interests, attitudes, and motives play 
dominant roles·in the vocational life of the individual. 
4. A study of individual variations, with the aid of 
statistical computation, shows group trends and tendencies. 
5. A true appraisal of individual capacities is urgent 
because of the increasing demands for skill and mental alertness. 
ln the hunting-, pastoral, agricultural stages or society, ·a good 
physique· and a meagre quantum of training were the only prerequis_-
ites for success. An individual must now not only absorb a tre-
mendous portion of the information of others in a short period of 
time; but he must learn to think for himself. '!'his tax on the 
alertness, e.de.pta.bili ty, and quickness of adjustment, throws many 
who would otherwise be successfUl to the bottom, and paves the way 
for others. Thousands of .people are now in institutions, jails, or 
under care of charitable organizations because of the stresses of' 
competition. with a simpler economic system, most of these unfor-
tunates would have found a simple and honest occupation wholly 
adequate to provide for a happy living. ~ome of these men were, 
at one time, driving teams, plowing fields, or chopping wood; now 
these occupations have been replaced by the automobile, farm machine~ 
and the saw mill. The men concerned would still be needed if' 
society did not possess an over-abundance of more efficient workers 
looking for jobs. H1chard T. Ely 1 writes in this connection: 
"The main industrial problem is found in the con-
ditions of the great mass of men who are capable of 
development, but require help to help themselves in 
order that they may become equal to modern industrial 
conditions. We have, as we advance, and with every 
stage in our advancement, an increased expensiveness of 
a.djustment on account of the greater demands on the in-
dividual in the more complex soc_iety. This is part of 
~ 1 William E ly, Some Psychological Phases of the Industrial Revo-
lution, A cademy of Arts and Sciences Magazine, N. Y., 1925. 
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the price of industrial progress, and the wealth to 
pay this price is furnished in the very ;ncreased pro-
ductivity which causes the higher price. 
Because of the few people who have the ability to lead and 
improve the work of others, a delicate yet sound system of indi-
vidual appraisal is necessary. 
Working Knowledge of other SubjectsNecessary 
An intelligent study of industrial psychology commands a 
knowledge of the fundamentals of industry and psychology. Busi-
. ; ness organizations are so involved that one man could not be ex-
··'~"·"'T-ed to have comprehensive intimacy with them all. There are, 
.\ 
. , ~however, methods and procedures that are common to them all. All · 
j :,~,.·~ );fenterprises sell, purchase, finance or receive loans,· or receive or 
.;~give service. That definite changes have· taken place in industry 
, ,IJ . 
. ,).~~is apparent. These changes are significant as they have a direct 
'·· .. <; 
., bearing on the mental attitude of the worker. In the early facto-
ries, the workers knew and worked with their boss--now they see 
pictures of him. Years ago each worker made a complete product--
now a worker screws nut number 458 onto bolt number 9384.· These 
changes have taken place because of the economic changes brought 
about within the last hundred years or so by maehinery. It is 
necessary to note these changes. 
Knowledge of the principles of personnel management is, of 
course, necessary for it is in the personnel department that the 
employer-employee relationship functions. This department -is the 
stepping-stone between capital and labor; and it is here disputes 
should be settled. In addition to the task of alleviating fric-
tion, the personnel department hires, transfers, and dismisses em-
ployees. The problems of this department will form considerable 
w:i '* 
9 
t i 1 The manner in which this department is of our problem ma er a • 
conducted is of primary importance to the industrial psychologist. 
The use of statistics gives us results that, without statis-
tics, would be impossible, or at least inaccurate. With the aid of 
this science, valuable facts may be singled out from masses of in-
significant unit figures. Sutcliffe writes:l 
. ' 
"Statistics comprise the collection, tabulation, 
presentation, and analysis of a sufficient aggre-
gate of facts, collected in a methodical manner, · 
without bias and related to a predetermined purpose." 
Industrial psychology aims to produce harmony within the group 
and can only do so by studying the units of the group, and synthe-
..... ~ 
· .. ,sizing the findings. Perhaps it is desirable to find the minimum 
::jintelligence quotients for occupations. Very frequently it is help-
.<(~ ful to find the correlation of mental tests, physical examination ->~results, or personality traits with length of service. Not 1nfre-
.. quently statistics must be employed to secure correct information as 
the results of changes in employment conditions, wages, and hours, 
of any deviations from old policies. You have but a fragmentary 
outline of the importance of this science in determining with pre-
cision the behavior tendencies of subjects in all modes of living. 
Most essential is a working knowledge of psychology. In order 
to underst~nd the individual, the motivations prompting his behavior 
the resulting reactions must be maturely and intelligently con-
Psychology attempts to explain the behavior elements of 
life phenomena as physics and biology attempts to elucidate the 
physical or structural element. Obviously a person's behavior at 
his occupation is not in essence at var+ance with his reactions to 
-
1 William G. Sutcliffe, Elementary Statistical Methods, McGraw-Hill, 
N. Y., 1925. 
10 
his social world. In fact, identical technique is used; sensory 
acuity tests, intelligence and various other types of mental tests, 
special ability tests, reaction experiments, et cetera, are carried 
on in both the laboratory and the factory. 
11 
Chapter I 
HISTORICAL RESUME OF INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
I. Brief History of Economic Conditions in the United States 
Giving Rise to Problems in Industry 
The question might well be asked: What bearing has an histor-
ical resume or the industrial problems manifested in the past on 
the problems appearing at the present time? The answer would be 
that the present problems arising in industry are, for the most part, 
problems that have originated in the past. '!'hey are revealed by this 
survey, in a simpler and more comprehensive form. Each industrial 
plant must solve its own problems, for its own situations are unique; 
but it will meet with greater success in its attempts, if it under-
stands similar problems as they appeared years ago in unmasked form. 
We begin with a situation devoid of industrial difficulties. 
When the Europeans first settled in North America, they found 
·that most of the nati vee were continuously shifting from one place 
;to another.l The Indians of the East woula. migrate unceasingly in 
~~ 
~all directions in search for good hunting and fishing grounds (in 
·l 
early part of seventeenth century}. To these Indians, economic life 
'consisted largely of collecting nature's off'erings as nature offered 
them, and doing without when nature preferred her offerings to be 
inaccessible. The settlers, unaccustomed to the nomadic type of 
existence, built homes with the prospects of establishing a comfor-
table state of family and community life. At this point, the first 
1 Norman Gras, An Introduction to Economic History, Harper & B N. Y., 1922. roe., 
\ ' . . ' ' ··~ 
'I 
' \ 
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problem arose. What part of the work should the woman do, and what 
portion should be assigned to the man. An unconscious division of 
duties was evolved--one prompted by custom and tradition. The men 
i hunted·, fished, fought, built houses, planted, and made laws; and 
·~ 
'~ 
i 
' 
' 
the women cooked, pic~ed berries, and prepared skins. we have 
specialization between the sexes that is in keeping with the usual 
conception of the abilities of the sexes. 
We frequently hear of the Puritan hatred of idleness. Perhaps 
the truth of the matter is that those who preferred idleness were 
slaughtered by the Indians or killed by physical hardships. At 
this time, man had to work- strenuously--day and night to survive. 
Labor was scarce in the colonies, the white worked for them-
selves and the Indians pret·erred to live their own way. it·or this 
, reason, coupled with the fact that the primitive settlements were 
on an agricultural basis because of the urgent need for food, all 
forms of manufacturing were slow to appear. 
Because of the limitations on manufacturing prompted by Great 
.. Britain, the states did not manufacture to any great extent until 
after the American revolution. From this time on, rapid strides 
were made because of improvements in machinery, mostly originatory 
l in ~gland, but copied here. Samuel Slaterl came from England, 
\ organized the first cotton factory to be run by machinery, and 
~. 
carried on a training school for employees. This training school 
was the first of its kind in the country. 'l'he greater portion of 
production was still carried on at home, or in small shops. The 
transition from the home to the .factory did not·occur until close 
1 E. L. Bogart, Economic Ristory of the United States, Longmans, 
Green and Company, N. Y., 1922. 
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to the Industrial Hevolution. 
Peter Odegard 1 writes in connection with the influence of 
· the factory system on the home: 
' 
"With the coming of steam and the rise of the 
factory system, the family moves to the city. 
The detached house gives way to the tenement 
and the apartment, the wide yard to a city 
street as playground. The triumph of the 
machine takes from the family its functions 
as a production unit. Women and children as 
well as men take their places at the loom and 
the chain conveyor. Home becomes a few rooms 
in a tenement house where the family eat and 
sleep and frequently ao not even eat. 'l'here 
is little time for education in the home; that 
function is taken over by the school; recre8tion 
no longer consists of games and conversation in 
a quiet circle before the fireside; the saloon, 
the club, the playground, the street, the motor 
car, and latterly the movie destroy the pleasant 
scene. Religion languishes for want of leisure 
to instruct the children. The home and the 
family become units for begetting children who 
are soon swallowed up in the seething cauldron of 
city life." 
In this period (in the latter part of the eighteenth century) 
'we have a transition from household industry to the factory system. 
'The movement was caused largely by the introduction of new machines 
' 
;in industry. '!'he mushroom growth of the American cities at this 
;time was accompanied by crowded, unsanitary living con~itions. 
' 
' j Cities sprang up as rapidly as factories, with no provisions tor 
' 
'\proper sanitation. The condi tiona did not affect industry, for if 
~one man was forced to discontinue working, another man was quickly 
and eesily hired. uisease cobwebbed the growing cities until des-
perate efforts on the part of these cities were initiated to alle-
viate the conditions. The unski1led workman lived in deplorable 
conditions, his wages were insufficient, he was ill-treated at work, 
1 Peter Odegard, The American Public Mind, Columbia University 
Press, N. Y., 1930. 
IIIII 
" 
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.and his standard of living was about as low as it could be. Faulkner 
i\ 1 quotes McMaster: 
"Sand sprinkled on the floor did duty as a carpet. 
There was no glass on his table, there was no china in 
his cupboard, there were no prints on his wall. What 
a stove was he did not know, coal he had never seen, 
matches he had never heard of •••• He rarely tasted fresh 
meat as often as once in a week, and paid for it a much 
higher price than his posterity ••• " 
"If the food of an artisan would be thought coarse, 
his clothes would be thought abominable. A pair of 
yellow buckskin or leathern breeches, a checked shirt, a 
red flannel .1acket, a rusty felt hat cocked up at the 
corners, shoes of neat's-skin set off with huge buckles 
of brass, and a leathern apron, comprised his scanty 
wardrobe. The leather he smeared with grease to keep it 
soft and flexible ... 
Unmarried women flocked to the factories to escape the drudgery 
of farm life. These girls would earn two or three dollars a week. 
-The wages for children at this time approximated one dollar aweek 
i 
. with board. The workers usually lived in houses provided by the 
corporation. In many factories the girls worked on an average of 
thirteen hours a day, leaving their house at four-thirty in the 
' •I 
morning. In the event that an employee was tardy, effectual means 
'"i 
were taken to bring about punctuality. Children from six to seventeen 
years of age furnished about two-fifths of the whole number of workers 
employed. Only about one-sixth of these children could read or write 
' 
· ~:their own name • In one instance a factory threatened to discharge 
• ,,1 
,, 
the whole family if the parents decided to have one of their aone dis-
continue working to attend school. 
A period of prosperity followed this industrial transition. 
Non-skilled workers were put to work under the supervision of trained 
l H. u. Faulkner, American Economic History, Harper & Bros., N.Y.,l928. 
J. B. McMaster, History of the People of the United States, Harper 
& Bros., N. Y., 1925. 
officials, inventions were utilized by factories as soon as they 
were on the market (resulting in an increase of production, not a 
decreasein labor), and the modern system of manufacturing spread 
rapidly through induatry. Pauperism was forgotten in Ameriaa--a 
period of posterity obliterated it. There was no need for indus-
trial efficiency or economy,for the factory owners were rolling in 
wealth. Whenever times were temporarily adverse, more workers would 
go West. The first unions (1800) were formed in the cities of the 
eastern seaboard. Most of these were friendly societies rather than 
unions, as they were organized for fraternal reasons rather than for 
combative strength. The "House of Carpenters of the City of New 
York'' is an example. Probably the first serious indication of labor 
disharmony is the organization of the first trades union in Phila-
delphia, organized as the result of the failure of a labor union in 
ita strike for a ten-hour day. Most of the strikes for a number of 
years preceding were for better hours, not higher wages. The panic 
of 1837 caused widespread unemployment and a. halting of the growth or 
labor unions and political activity of the workers. The country 
suffered a disintegration of unions as well as of the labor press, 
which had been.unaer way ror but a short time. Labor conditions 
slowly improved, however, until the Civil War, at which time the cost 
of. l_i v1ng advanced much more rapidly than wages because the le.bor 
scarcity, caused by the war ws.s corrected by the invasion of foreign-
ers and the application or machinery. In 1670 there were thirty-two 
.. 
national trade unions. working conditions at this time became again 
deplorable; all attempts at betterment were unsuccessful; labor 
organ~zations were ineffective--the worker simply existed_. 
J:n 1869 the Knights or Labor was orga.n1zea to bring about an 
j .• 
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eight-hour day, .. workingmen•s compensation for injuries, a tax on 
incomes and inheritances, and to give power to the worker. The 
union was helpful in many r aspects but soon dwindled away because 
of managerial difficulties and the birth of the American l'·ederation 
or Labor. ,; : ._, 
We are ·familiar with the American .tt·ederation of' Labor, as it 
exists t;oday. It employed more conservative means to carry its 
plans into effect than did most previous unions. It was organized 
to (1) better working conditions, in connection with working envi-
ronment, hours of work, and wages; to ~2) bring about the enactment 
of favorable and the repeal of burdensome laws in state and national 
legislation; and (3) to furnish a forceful centralized unit to 
further the abovemeasures. 
At this time the Industrial workers of the World was organized 
to eradicate the ueconomic evils affecting the working class" with 
. . 
a universal organization. The union, however, was extreme in its 
policies and hostile in its efforts to aid the worker. 
Unions have centered attention on the exploitation of women 
and children in :factories. .ttrom the time of the introduction of the 
factory system till today, millions of children (1,990,225 in 1910) 
have neglected· their health and education to earn meagre sums of 
money. Legislators have been hesitant in passing remedial measures 
because of the power of some of the larger factories. At the present 
time the minimum working age for children varies from tYTelve to 
fourteen years, depending largely on the social and cultural level 
of the state. The factory working woman still presents a dominant 
problem because the work she is given is deleterious to her health 
and secondly, she works for low wages. The man, for whom work is of 
vital importance, is replaced by the young woman, who t·requently 
takes-the work because she wants more clothes than her allowance at 
home would permit. 
Many of the problems we are to deal with have presented them-
selves in this brief historical resume. Listed in order of appear-
ance they are problems of: 
1. Types of work each sex can and should perform • 
. 2. Illnesses, diseases, and unsanitary living conditions. 
3. Women in the factory. 
·· 4. Working hours for employees. 
5. Correcting tardiness. 
6. ~ffect of installation of machinery. 
7. Education ana health. 
8. Advantages and disadvantages of organized labor. 
9. Child labor. 
10. Home conditions. 
11. Management of personnel. 
·. 12. Motives involved in the work. 
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II. The History of Industrial Psychology in America and England 
Origin 
. . 
The origin of this science is obscure, largely because of the 
fact that the t'irst tentatives were brought about by engineers, not 
psychologists. However, we are certain of one fact, namely that the 
United States is the birthplace of industrial psychology. Probably 
one reason ror this is that the resources of universities were placed 
behind the science of psychology, whereas in the German and British 
universities, no chairs were obtainable in ps.ychology. It has been 
the custom in ~urope until very recently for psychologists to major 
in philosophy, receive an appointment in philosophy, and dabble in 
_psychology in spare time. lireat Britain, until recently, has been 
particularly backward in industrial psychotechnics, allowing the 
United States and Germany to pave the way. The course of develop-
ment in the United States has been from philosophy to psychology, to 
experimental psyohotechnics. When Great Britain did finally accept 
industrial psychology, it did so with a frc;.gmentary background o:r 
psychology in comparison to that of Germany, and even of the United 
States, for this country had at its disposal many of the greatest 
European psychologists because of the monetary reward offered here. 
Undoubtedly, the under-development of theoretical psychology in 
GreatB~itain had a deleterious influence on the development of in-
_dustr1al psychology. Obviously, an application of a science cannot 
develop 1f the foundation for the related theoretical science has 
not been soundly erected. 
nrrnn 
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Hinderances tothe Scientific Approach to Problems in Industry 
~ Indu~trial Psychology has not progressed without pseudo-
scientific attempts at human analysis. Phrenology is perhaps the 
oldest popular pseudo-scientific method of character analysis. 
Gall (1758-1828) may be "blamed" for this discovery. He was pri-
marily an anatomist and was chiefly concerned with the structure of 
the head and brain.l Gall believed that he noticed a relationship 
· between the size and shape of the head and personality traits. He 
and a pupil of hie, Spurzheim, went into the study in great length. 
He decided that personality traits are manifested by the surface or 
the skull and shape or the head. there are five hypotheses inherent 
in Gall's· "science", namely that (1) the conformation of the outer 
portion of the skull is determined by the interior or the skull; 
(2} the brain is spatially and functionally divided so that parti-
cular areas .are specialized to supervise particular mental traits 
(a departmental brain); (3) the well-developed trait occupies more 
space than the under-developed trait; (4) these ubumps'' can be in-
spected and character traits determined externally; and lastly (5) 
people· are blindly looking for, and reacty to grasp without fore-
thought any explanation presented to analyze character traits. It 
is known at present that this proposition is absura, as irregulari-
ties of the external skull are influenced by accidents at birth, 
and the clos1ng·of the fontanels. It is also known that the brain 
is not departmentalized, but acts as a unit. 
Physiognomic criteria for determining individual fitness have 
', ,_ 
1 Edwin Boring, A History of Experimental Psychology, The Century 
Co., N. Y., 1929. 
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not yet .. been discarded. In actual practice, personnel managers 
today choose·employees according to the shape, size, or color of 
' the head, ears,, nose, eyes or chin. ·i'hese personnel managers are 
under the impression that physical characteristics reveal mental 
inclinations and traits. In the largest soap plant in Massa-
chusetts, the_supervisor of women help believes that successful 
office girls will have t'ine hair, soft and clear skin, and delicate 
physical characteristics, whereas the factory girls who are succese-
tul will possess rough and coarse features.l Physiognomists also 
contend that persistent mental attitudes cause definite physical· 
changes, such as facial expression and bodily carria.ge. 2 Another 
field in physiognomy that has been reluctant in surrendering to 
modern scientific methods is the classification of people into tYPes 
(usually glandular). Books on physiognomy classify people into 
various categories; nutritive or vital, motive, and mental; or lym-
phatic, sanguine, bilious, and nervous. The arguments used in favor 
of these systems are that (1) they are basea on hereai~y and evolu-
tion because selective influences are at work in both oases and (2) 
both the nervous.system and the skin have a common origin. That is, 
we might say in connection with (1) that in a highly cultured civi-
lization, refined physical features are necessary, together with 
cer.ta.in mental traits. Hence, the person having both characteris-
tics would persist, and those without both qualities would :t'all by 
the wayside. i·he explanation of argument ( 2) is that inasmuch as 
both the nervous system and the skin have a common origin, a paral-
lelism.~n the make-up of both should exist. 
1 This fact was disclosed in a personal interview with the author. 
2 Charles· Griffits, Fundamentals or VocB.tional Psychology, The 
Macmillan Oo., N. Y., 1925. 
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Cleaton and Kn1ght1 made an interesting and enlightening ex-
periment to determine the soundness of the system of basing 
' -. ..., ' 
character analyses· on external evidence.. His experiment consisted 
of analyses of individuals by the usual external criteria, by 
casual friends, and· by intimate :rriends. A correlation of the 
above was made •. The results are presented verbatim: 
"For the busy reader the t"ollowing sentence con-
tains.the meat of this statistical refuatation of 
methods-of character judgments by external criteria. 
The average or <::01 correlations between variations in 
physical traits purported to reveal variations in 
character traits and our criteria was 0.00 with the 
correlations varying t'rom 0.00 as chance woulci account 
t·or. 11 
Although these systems have been exposed and refuted, they are 
not without promoters today. A personnel management course is 
offered 1nChicago today, costing almost two hundred dollars, in 
which physiognomy is used as the method of attack on its problems. 2 
Ten leather-bound volumes of this trash are handed to the students 
tD~oughout the year. A statement in one or these volumes, peering 
above the rest in the author's mind, reads that a peculiar charact-
eristic of the square head is its tendency to have corners. anoth-
er statement was to the effect that the person with a long head 
tended to live on a higher level in life. Of course the veracity 
of these two·· statements is not doubted. 
· ... . :-.· .. ·· 
A letter'tothe. author from a school ot mental telepathy reads 
in part:3 
1 Cleaton and Knight, Validity of Character Judgments Based on 
External. Criteria, Journal of Applied Psychology, June, 1924. 
2 The Sheldon Course. 
3 The Paty Company, 618 South W estern Avenue, Los Angeles, 
California, publishers of "A Miracle a Day". 
. ~ ., ,' ': 
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"I wonder.why it is that you neglect to take a~van­
tage of the wonderful opportunity that I .offer you? 
"I am su~e that you want to be successful; I know 
that you want to be happy. But I can't understand why 
you hesitate. 11 
"Is it because you feel that mental Telepathy is 
not a practical science? Telepathy is a subject that 
has been widely discussed, and in many parts of the 
country professional telepathists prey upon the public 
for profit to themsel vas. Most·: people are ignorant of 
the real facts of Telepathy, and have no knowledge of 
the wonders it has· accomplished. Therefore, Telepathy 
is often judged solely by the actions of charlatans and 
fakers." 
An advertisement selected from a popular magazine reads: 1 
"I challenge you that I will teach you, by mail, 
in one lesson, the simplest, shortest method, all for 
$1.00. Not telepathy. You can read one'd mind to a 
dot, by only looking in the eyes of partner, chum, 
sweetheart, etc. Praised by New York, Boston, Montreal 
police chiefs; colleges, Thurston, Blackstone, etc. If 
fake, let them arrest me." 
Dr. Frank Robinson,2 a consulting psychologist of Moscow, 
Idaho, believes that we should study the same law that steers geese 
in the right direction, if we have any problems in life, business 
or social. He says: 
"We now come to an important, and extremely vital 
part of our discussion. Here, I want to state that THE 
SAME NATURAL LAW WHICH GOVERNED THE FLIGHT OF THE GEESE--
WHICH GOVERNED~ AND STILL GOVERNS THE BIRTH OF THE ROBINS, 
AND WHICH CHANGES ONE GRAIN OF WHEAT INTO A FULL EAR, 
OPERATES WITH UNERRING ACCURACY AND CERTAINTY THROUGHOUT 
ALL THE AFFAIRS OF YOUR HUMAN LIFE." 
"This Law is responsible fore very business suceess 
and for every failure. It is responsible for health, 
and it is. responsible for sickness. Now here please mark 
me well. WERE THERE NO SUCH LAW, THERE COULD BE NO SUCH 
THING AS SUCCESS OR FAILURE, NOR COULD THERE BE SUCH A 
THING AS SICKNESS OR HEALTH." 
1 Taken from Moore and Hartmann, Readings in Industrial Psychology 
Appleton and Company, N. Y. , 1931. · ' 
2 Dr. Frank w. Robinson, originator of "Psychiana", a psychological 
religion. Located in Moscow, Idaho. 
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Perhaps too much time has been given to these ridiculous 
' . ' . ' . : ' 
attempts at human analysis, but the above examples prove that we 
have not completely extricated ourselves from primitive, unscien-
tific systems. Pseudo-sciences that have been omitted are: 
graphology, astrology, palmistry, numerology, and "thought-read1ng 11 • 
Development of.Psyohologica.l Practices in Industry 
The nineteenth century was noted for improvements in industry 
from a mechanical standpoint. Physical factors were considered and 
bettered. The end of that century produced a problem, however, fo~ 
improvements were becoming increasingly more difficult to make. 
The human element hindered progress. With the pressing need for ad-
justments between the worker and his work, Tayloriam introduced 
itselr to solve the problems. Although Frederick w. Taylor was not, 
strictly speaking, a psychologist, his use of p~ychological princi-
ples warrants his mention here. Taylor organized the scientific 
management movement that gained recognition in the latter part of 
the nineteenth. century. 1 
Taylor advocated (1) an analysis of the units of each worker's 
job, (2) a. scientific selective process in the placement of indivi-
duals in jobs, with adequate training, (3) favorable relationship 
between~ employer and employee, (4) and relieving men or the buraen 
o:f responsibility •.. He recognized the fact that the worker is most 
concerned with his. wage, and desires, above all, high wages; and 
. ;,' . 
the employer has as his chief consideration, low manufacturing costs. 
Taylor's most popular achievments are those produce(! in the Heth-
·lehem Steel Company. Taylor noticed that the shovel equipment here 
1 W. V. Bingham, What Industrial Psychology Asks of Management 
Bulletin o~ the _Taylor Society, Volume 9, No. 6, 1925. ' 
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could.be improved upon. He experimented with shovels of different 
sizes and shapes,- -taking into consideration the amount of work 
done and· the re.sulting :fatigue. He arrived at the conclusion that 
twenty-one-poundshovels were most satisfactory and installed 
shovels- of different sizes, the size depending upon the weight of 
the material being shoveled at that time. He also introduced rest 
pauses. The results were that 140 men were Bble to produce the 
same results that· 500 had previously done. 'l;he worker, who had 
previously handled ·-16 tons, could handle 59 tons without greater 
fatigue. 1 
The Taylor system, however, was found in many instances to be 
topheavy because of the necessary supervision. 2 Tayloriem often 
entailed such an intricate outlay of indirect labor and supervision 
that it,· in many instances, was impra.ctical. The unions were against 
this movement as it-resulted in a diminution in the number of labor-
ere used in each factory. Taylorism has been criticized in that it 
favors the management and disregards the wo·rker. 
One of the startling facts of this period is that some of the 
old methods that had been in use for years were changed comple~ely. 
One would imagine that common-sense would bring an operation to a 
high level of perfection, if the operation were continued for a 
sufficiently· long period of time. .t<'rank Gilbreth, 3 a !'ormer indus-
.,, . . 
trial engineer, in his efforts to improve the methodology of build-
ing construe:tion, studied the movements made in bricklaying. Labor-
ers had been laying bricks with the same movements for years. 
1 F. W. Taylor, .Principles of Bcientific Management, Harper & B N. Y., 1913. ros., 
2 Hugo Munsterberg, Psychology and Industrial E fficiency Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston and New York, 1913. ' 
3 F. B. and L. M. Gilbreth, Applied Motion otudy the Macmillan 
Company, N. Y. , 1917. ' 
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Gilbreth eliminated unnecessary movements, reduced lifting to a 
minimum, and improved the handling of the bricks in general. At 
the completion of the .. experiment, 30 masons equalled the output 
that 100 bad previously accomplished. The expenses for the opera-
tion were cut in half, in spite of the increase in wages. 
:Gilbreth also carried on an experiment proving that workers 
want something more than wages. He hired a group and ordered them 
to carry pig-iron·from one pile to another. nhen one pile was 
eliminated, he had them haul the iron back to its former position. 
The men thought that he was out of his head and complained. He 
raised their wages; they returned to their work for a time, but soon 
went on.a strike, saying that the work that they were performing was 
useless. 
Some men at·present have a different conception of Gilbreth than 
books portray. Twenty-five years ago he was under contract in a soap 
factory in Cambridge,· Massachusetts, to improve the systems in use 
at that time. ·Gilbreth was commanding a high salary, and according 
to good· authority, was accomplishing very little. He devised a 
system whereby personnel policies would be in black and white when 
disputes arose, ~nd also a few minor improvements in packing method-
ology., It is said that he received notice to the effect that his 
services'were not needed, walked into the president's office, and in 
fifteen minutes:;,came out with a new year's contract. Most of his 
changes were·discontinued soon after hel~t't.l 
Inl89~ Bryan and Harter and others carried on experiments in 
learning telegraphy. The tests were concerned with both the receiv-
ing and sending o1· messages. otudents of this science were studied 
1 The Lever Brothers, 0ambr1dge, Massachusetts. 
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under experimental control in order to determine the type Pf curve 
produced ·in both instances. 'l'he results showed that learning to 
., 
transmit was more rapid than learning to receive messages~ and that 
the curve of receiving was characterized by a slow, saltatory pro-
gression; although it attained a greater height at the end. The 
transmitting curve was very much like the usual learning curve. 
In the receiving curve a long plateau takes place directly 
after a slight advancement at first, and also near the end of the 
curve. This operation was round to depend upon a very complex chain 
of habits. In the plateaus that occur, the lower order habits have 
not become sufficiently automatized :for the habits more complex in 
structure to form. At the outset attention is given to single 
letters, then words, and finally, groups of words. After mastery of" 
phrases·takes~place, very little improvement follows. 
In 1890 Emil Kraepelin (1856-1926) and his pupil Cehrn were en-
gaged in research work in mental testing, to gain facts concerning 
the rates of speed and accuracy in learning. The test consisted of 
adding simple figures (it was found that difficult mental work was 
not as satisfactory) and measuring the efficiency of the subject in 
terms of number and accuracy of additions. ·at every interval of 
time; the· subject would place a mark a.t t.he point at which he had 
arrived; ·enabling the course of the learning curve to be plotted. 
The results revealen 1rregular1~1es in the curve•s progress, due to 
novelty (at first), or sudden bursts of enthusiasm. Directly pro-
ceeding the rapid initial rise is a period of settlement or adapta-
tion, at.wh1ch time a comparatively slow rise occurs. The practice 
effect·oontinues to exert influence until fatigue is of sufi'icient 
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magnitude to combat it. iVhen the curve proceeds on its downward 
trend, it starts gradually but increases until the final sp_urt is 
reached. •rhe final spurt is due to the knowledge that the end is 
near. Fatigue was found to enter much sooner if no practice effect 
existed.l · Anal7ses of these learning curves proved valuable in 
determining vocational fitness and methode of training workers.2 
Above other things it unearthed the fe,ct that irregularities in 
learning curves are normal. 
Frank Parsons, upon noticing the uncertainty manifested in a 
group of boys in answer to questions conc.erning their fu~ures, 
decided that individuals were incapable of planning their own fu-
tures unaided. It had been the common opinion that the existence 
of a desire to ·work in a person was indicative of maturity; hence 
the person experiencing such a desire was capable of planning his 
vocational career. Parsons conceived or placing this selective 
process on a logical basis in order that these more-or-less uncer-
tain and even unstable youths could have something definite with 
which to aid them~ It was apparent to him that a definite scienti-
fie approach was necessary, for many factors were involved. He 
finally decided to approach the problem by: 
1. Becoming acquainted with the intelligence, 
special ability, and physical capacities 
necessary for all major occupations. 
2. Interesting the schools so that they would 
co-operate and turnish helpful information. 
-3· '-Devising a more exact ana dete.iled system of 
1 Hugo Muneterberg, Psychology and Industrial Efficiency, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, N. Y., 1913. 
For additional information: Edwin Boring A History of Experimen-
tal Psychology, .'!'he lientury uompany, N. Y:, 1929. · 
2 M. s. Viteles,. Industrial Psychology, w. w. Norton, N. Y., 1932. 
, .· 
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·, 
... :::<personal! ty analysis and rating.l 
Parsons opened .an office in .l:ioston (1906) to receive boys 
and girls who needed vocational aid. Later he was appointed by 
Boston university to supervise the rirst department or vocation 
in any college.or university in the country. 
;,_ 
Before Parsons ·improved matters, vague questionnaire~ and 
seli-rating.scales·were employed, accompanied by personal inter-
views to determine the .·:tutures ot· the subjects. Of course· even 
this condition,was a marked improvement over the ridiculous belief 
that the act of looking for work was a sign or maturity. Obvious-
ly, the trial and: error method reigned with the usual chaos of 
blunders and.failures, unless the individual happened to be for-
tunate to find employment in a firm that made especial e r:rort.s to 
place employees sensibly. 
w. D. Scott probably broke the ice for the application of 
psychology in advertising with his experiments on the relative 
·,values of various sizes of advertisements. In his .experiments 
fifty people glanced through a specially prepared book o:r adver-
tisements of assorted sizes. after doing this they were asked to 
write the names of the advertisements that they remembered. The 
findings proved that the memory value of a quarter-page advertise-
ment is less than one-quarter the memory value of a full-page 
advertisement. 'fhis is true to a greater extent in the smaller 
sizes, for a mei'chant who pays t·or an eighth page advertisement re-
ceives· less than one-twentieth of' the memory velue or a full pe.ge.2 
I .For Dr~ .t-a.t·son 1 s own_ prt:Jidentt1t~on of his teahn1que read: Fr-ank 
Parl:ions, Ohoosing a Vocat_ io_ n, rioughton Mifilin ~o. 1; ·r 1930 
2 m "' S t.~.. ... h ::J ' ' • -•' • n.,~,~. COt., ~ e "'syc.: .. olog.Y uf .i~dvert.i.o;i.n·· .i-iou""'h--o:.·· :1-11·;·,.1.~J.··· c·-o Po· ... ~ 908 o• o--W ... - ... .. .u. • • 
... c .. ou, .1. ' .• 
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Hugo Munsterberg extended these findings with experiments at 
Harvard College··~~ the r~lati ve effe.cts of repetition and size. 
In his selection, full-page advertisements appeared once, half-page 
advertisements twi~e; fourth-page advertisements four times, and so 
. . . 
on proportionately •. ··The· same advertisement did not appear on the 
' '·~ '; . . .~ ~ 
same page more than once. · The subjects looked at each page for 
twenty seconds, completing the experiment in twenty-three minutes. 
Munsterberg.found that the repeated one-fourth page article had one 
and one-half times the psychological value of the ~ull page or the 
twice repeat,ed halr-pa~e. 1 .··· ·. , 
Munsterberg's experiments may be found in his "Psychology ana 
Industrial E fficiency~., published shortly a1'ter these tests were 
carried out. 2 'l'he book was written to demonstrate the application 
of psychological findings to practical problems, with presentations 
o1' experiments that were carried on largely under his guidance. 
~unsterberg, a pupil of nundt, ~ame to the United otates to 
accept the title of professor or psychology at Harvard College. 
William James offered him the position and haa his own title changed 
from professor of psychology to professor 01' philosophy when 
rv1unsterberg arrived. . .Munsterberg practically founded applied psy-
chology, doing considerable in psychotherapeutics, juristic psy-
chology, and industrial psychology.3 
G. s. Myers· (1873- ) introduced experimental psychology into 
Great Britain in the latter part of the nineteenth century with his 
experimental laboratory a~ Cambridge. Great Britain had a head 
1 ~ugo Munsterberg,·Psychology and Industrial ~f!'iciency Houghton 
mifflin Co., Bo:.:st_on, 1913. ' 
2 Ibia . · , ·· 
.5 ~uw1n bo~·ing, A H1st.ory of .c.xpei'iment.al .Pe:sychology, C.LT]'n'-'" r' t 
'<7 19~0·. '"" ven Ui;'Y vompany, .t. .. Y., _ 
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start in the,~xperimental field because of this. Myers carried on 
\ ·~· 
experiments-in ~ound localization. He published two important 
pape~s supp~rting. the view that localization is dependent upon the 
' ' '· 
difference of phase of a tone at the two ears, and not upon differ-
ences of intensity. The British Journal of Psychology was intro-
duced at- this time with Ward and Rivers as editors. Later Myers 
was on the staff. In 1909, Myers published his "Experimental Psy-
chology". Two ye~rs later another.edition was published with a 
laboratory manual. The World War took Myers into military psychol-
ogy. 
Great Britain had no time to spare in assembling its army to 
fight Germany, but the United States had time and money to apply 
modern methods.to the selection of men for the various jobs. It was 
noticed that soldiers served more efficiently when in a branch of 
service to which they could easily, adjust themselves. Intelligence 
tests made rapid strides because the army enabled the experimenters 
to work with·large numbers. At first the language test comprised 
thirteen sections, but five were eliminated as not being valid tests 
for intelligence. The language teet of the army is called the Army 
Group Examination Alpha Teet and is not unlike other intelligence 
tests of today. . Another test, called the Army Group Examination 
Beta~ i~ similar in content to the alpha test, but it is pictorial 
form and ·is· given to illiterates. Because of the availability of 
eo many men, rapid strides were made in the field of intelligence 
testing. 
' In the munition factories of England during the war, considera-
tion of the worker proved economically and psychologically helpful. 
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Experiments·werecarried on, hours were changed, rest pauses in-
stalled, etc.; whiclfrresulted in the bringing about of favorable 
changes in both .~orker attitude and output. In one case a shorten-
ing of working hours from fifty-eight to fifty brought about a 
corresponding increase in production of thirty-nine per cent per 
hour, and twenty-one-per cent per day. The hours for women employ-
ees were also lessened, with an increase of sixty-eight per cent in 
hourly output and sixty-two per cent in total output.l 
In 1915, the Division of Applied Psychology at Carnegie Insti-
tution was founded by W. v. Bingham. The Division of Applied Psy-
chology, later known as the Division of Co-operative Research, con• 
sisted of several sub-organizations assembled to carry on research 
in various business fields. Some of the outgrowths of. this organ-
ization are listed below: 
1. Salesmanship Research (1916) organization was formed 
to consider the psych~logical approach to problems in selling. The 
organization consisted of twenty-seven operating firms; covering 
many fields of industry. 
2. Research Bureau for Retail Training (1917) under the 
direction of Minder and Charters formed to recruit, select, and 
train salespeople and service employees. In 1922 the bureau became 
affiliated with the University of Pittsburgh. At the present time 
9 home members, 17 extension members, 8 research and teaching members, 
15 research assistants, and an office force comprise the membership. 
In 1917 the Secretary of War organized the Committee on Classi-
fication of Personnel. According to volume one of THE PERSONNEL 
SYSTEM OF. THE UNITED STATES ARMY, the aim of the department was: 
. 
. ,., '• 
1 James Drever, The Psychology of Industry, Dutton and co., N. Y.,1921. 
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"(a) determining the needs of all the army units 
for men ·of different kinds; {b) determining the abili-
ties of ·\all the men in the army; and (c) placing these 
men where each will contribute most to the strength of 
the army by serving where he is himself most valuable." 
The records and forms used by the United States Army are: 
1. Enlisted Men 1 s Qualifica.tion Card. 
2• Commissioned Officers' Qualification Card. 
3; Trade Specifications. 
4. Tests: 
a. Army Alpha and Beta. 
b. Oral, Picture, and Performance Trade Tests. 
5. Personnel Specifications. 
6. Officers' Rating Scales. 
In 1918, the Industrial Fatigue Research Bo&.rd of Great Britain· 
was established under the auspices of the Department of Scientific 
Industrial Research and the Medical Research Council. The function 
of the board was: 
"To \mdertake to promote better knowledge of the 
relation of hours of labor, and other conditions of 
employment including methods of work, functi'ons of 
the human body", having regard both to the preservation 
of health'among the workers and industrial efficiency; 
and to advise the Council upon the best means of secur-
ing the fullest application of the results of this 
research work to the needs of industry." 
The board is supported-by the government and is now composed of a 
selected group of efficient investigators. Over sixty excellent 
reports have been published of the results of case studies, all of 
great scientific value. The name of the board has recently been 
changed to the Industrial Health Research Board. 1 
r 1 J. E. Walters, Applied Personnel Administration, John Wiley & Sons, 
N. Y., 1931. . 
Also: Moore & Hartmann, Readings in Industrial Psychology, 
Appleton & Company, N. Y., 1931. 
For Industrial Reeearc~ Board experiment, see A. Poffenberger, 
Applied P~ychology, Appleton & Company, N. Y., 1928. 
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The Psychological Corporation, a non-profit making corpora-
tion, was·founded in 1921 by J. M. Cattell, to bring together psy-
chologists and·those who need the aid of psychology, and to promote 
the application of psychology in its most effective forms. Accord-
ing to its by-laws: 
"The objects and powers of this corporation shall 
be the advancement ofpsychology. It shall have power to 
enter into contracts for the execution of psychological 
.work, to render expert services involving the application 
of psychology to educational business, administrative and 
other problems, and to do all other things, not inconsis-
tent with the law under which this corporation is organ-
ized, to adva~ce psychology and to promote its useful 
application. 11 
One must·purchase stock in the corporation to become a member. The 
receipts from investigations are used to defray overhead expenses. 
Vocational guidance work is carried on also. 
At this same time, the National Institute of Industrial Psy-
chology was formed in England with Charles Myers as director. The 
organization performs experiments and does research work for indus-
trial firms, receiving financial support from them in~r~turn. It 
also receives income from investigations of firms not directly 
connected with the organization. The investigations are published 
in THE HUMAN FACTOR (formerly called the JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL 
INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY). 
The co-operative efforts of the National Research Council, the 
EngineeringFoundat1on, and the American Federation of Labor, made 
possible the~organization of the Personnel Research Federation of 
the United States. It is a club composed of voluntary members, 
mostly executive, personnel workers, and psychologists, in which 
1 A. Poffenberger--, Applied Psychology, Appleton & Company, N.Y.,l927. 
meetings areheld to exchange views and introduce new studies. 
case studiea'kre made (the most noted is that of accident-prone 
dri vera) and. published in the PERSONNEL JOURNAL • 
Industrial Psychology at Present 
· At present Germany, England, and the Unite~.States are ahead 
in the field of Industrial Psychology. Russia {Central Institute 
for Science of Labor, Moscow) and Japan (Japanese Institute of 
Industrial Efficiency) and other countries are rapidly realizing 
the need for industrial studies of this sort. In Germany, the 
railroad systems and the great Krupp works maintain active psycho-
technical laboratories. Industrial Psychology in Great Britain 
has been provided with the valuable co-operation of the trade unions, 
largely because the first attempts at solving labor troubles were 
centered upon the betterment of working conditions, and not on in-
creased production. Great Britain has also had the advantage of 
government aid, which in turn, produced a centralized and standard-
ized system with which to work. 
Industrial psychotechnics is no longer an arm-chair speculation. 
Though the first attempts at alleviating industrial problems were 
most unscientific, standardized tests are now available to determine 
accurately ·the intelligence, personality and vocational ability of 
"; ·)' 
individuals,l The personnel department forms a special department 
1 R. Pintner, Intelligence Testing, Holt, New York, 1931. 
C. Spearman, Abilities of Man, The Macmillan Company,Boston, 1927. 
L. L. & T. G. Thurstone, Personality Schedule, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1929. 
The Psychological Corporation, Aids of the Vocational Interview, 
N. Y., 1931. 
Fryer,'·· Douglas, Occupational-Intelligence Standards, School and 
Society, 16:1922. 
_c. Griffitts, Fundamentals of Vocational Psychology, The Macmillan 
Company, N. Y., 1924~ 
,\,'.,. 
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,:';;;, 
in all sizable firms, to supervise the employment and labor poli-
cies, o,ld\ a~e policies, health, safety, education, training, and 
service due to all employees. The personnel department furnishes 
the contactlof the worker to his management. This department is 
not in existence to increase production or lower manufacturing 
,, 
costs; its main function is to promote harmony within the plant. 
Of course many changes have been initiated by personnel depart-
ments that have resulted in a lowering of company expenses, but 
efforts along this line should be secondary. 
, Within :the past three years, personnel departments have been 
relatively ~nactive because of the depression. In a recent visit 
to a formerly prosperous plant, the author found that the personnel 
department.was defunct, and that the necessary employee records were 
in the hands of men in other departments. The application cards 
had been shifted from one person to another, until the nurse came 
. ,, 
into possession of them. She was forced to keep them as she had no 
one to givethem to. Most of the addresses were incorrect, and it 
was considered too arduous a job tobring the cards up-to-date for 
most of the workers were illiterate. No other records were kept 
except.an accident card, which probably existed because of the in-
su~ance c~mpany. No social functions now take place, no employee 
magazin~?exists, no service work is done by the company (except 
through the nurse, who is required by law), and there is no employee 
participation in management. The factory is using only a fraction 
of its employees, which means that half of the lights are out. The 
employees are present do not know when they will be asked to leave 
indefinitely.l 
1 Converse Rubber Company, Malden, Massachusetts • 
.................. ______________ __ 
The above .is-an extreme case, of course, but many plants have 
. . 
discontinued'the elaborate personnel programusually carried, and 
are now performing the.minimum requirements necessary to uphold the 
morale of theworkers. 
The psychological features of the recent industrial philosophy 
that has so stirred the nation demand attention. Briefly, the 
followers of technocracy contend that the present economic structure 
. ' 
of the oivilizedworld,;although formerly satisfactory is entirely 
inadequate today because of the increased energy output of man. 1 
Ac~ording to Stuart Chase uncivilized man expended 2000 "kilogram 
calories per capita per day". The amount of kilogram calories per 
capita is determined 'by the human consumption of proteins, starches, 
and carbohydrates, and (in later years} the energy consumed by 
virtue of waterpower, coal, steam, and other forces. In the plastic 
stages of North America's economic strueture man was valued at 4000 
kilogram calories. ··. Today (with the same constitution, laws, and 
money system) man produces 160,000 kilogram calories per capita per 
day. 2 
What is to be done about the results of the ceaseless implanta-
tion of machines into. factories? Technological unemployment is one 
of the country'sgreatest problems. In 1932, with two-thirds the 
number of workers, the· Lever Brothers Company, soap manufacturers, 
reached the· same prod~ction figure that was reached in 1929.3 The 
_, (t-. 
unemployment s~lutio'n .··1s not known, although many men have offered 
! "', 
suggestions. The most' popular solution is that of limiting working 
hours to four hours o~ sa a day, four times a week, and spending 
1 Howard Scott: •·· Technocracy, The Living Age, December, 1932. 
2 Stuart Chase: Technocracy, John Day Company, 1933. 
3 From a su~yey conducted by the author. 
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leisure time:~oiJ~ducational and social pursuits.l 
~ >.i , ..... 
. j,~t 
Howard··Scott~.places emphasis on the weakness of the present 
. . ' ' ...... , 
' ~ > f ! ' ; I ~ : • '' ·~·' • ' ,;,; ~ ' mon~y system,'''c~~~ending that money is unstable and possesses an 
; ,.,. 
indeterminable value. A radio priced at $200. three years ago, can 
·.~ ~ ;._ <~~-\';~: 
be purchased :today .. for $45 .00--the same radio, representing the 
.... ·. }..-:;~ 
same quantity of energy units in its production. Money is incapable 
· .. '. ·>. J·: ···~··,;f:J":·;._~r~ · 
of performing' 1 ts .. :task and should be supplanted by energy. units. 
' •. ' .. 1,; 
.·\··: .i'\' ~;·;<\~ 
Scott believes thatl it is possible to place values according to the 
.. '· \<::*~_·:-~:~~~;_ 
energy~·required for each item produced. Under this system, 
..... ·,::r . 
amount of 
the "erg 11 wouldbe·used as the medium by which values would be deter-
mined--so many ergsifor a bottle of ginger ale, so many for a hair 
':,_'" ·,·:· 
cut. It would require quite a stretch of the imagination to visual-
. ; ~"'· ize this system in·operation when the value of a Rembrandt is to be 
·./· \ -~> ~·~ " .-. i ·::~:;j~-. 
ascertained. · · · 
,.·._,_ 
. . . :~ {:,. •;. >·-: \."';·{; 
Scott' is 'of the opinion (and most financiers and economists 
also are) that :tech~ological advancement cannot and should not be 
checked·, ana th~t 't.A~ economic structure of society must pass through 
a metamorphosis b~f~re it will be able to resume its pace alongside 
,, ' < ') 
of industry. s~·ottt; advocates greater physical eff1ciency--mor 
... ··. e 
machines; gr~at'er 'automatization, and: less human energy. 
a poem ( ?)' that .'reflects scott·, s attitude: 
,, "Technocracy"--In A Nut-Shell! 
Below ts 
Master ••• ~ACHINERY, his humble Servant) 
James Edward Hungerford 
"'TECHNOCRACY' 
What can it be?" 
Said I to 'Si' who tutors me. 
"Who is this fellow, How·ard Scott 
And is he right--or is he not ' 
What is the plan 
Of this strange man, 
For ending dire depression's ban?" 
1 Victor Olander, '.Technocracy and the Schools, Illinof8-p---
of Labor Ne~~~,;:: 1~anuary 7, 1933. edel"ation-
• · · ' . .'r:::){~f:\':~;~ 
. . · · .:, .• ~;T·/1fft;; ~: :\·;; : ·}• ... ~.s~· 
·:;.c)k:X··uiTEOHNOCRACY' "--
•· .. ·:·: .. << .. ;;·' Said '' Si' to me :' ' ,~> ·~. ·~' .. •:, ' 
· :;.··;~,;.~'Is··'. just as plain as A-B-0 
.. ::;i;;d;. YoU.. work 4 hours, 2 days a week 1 1 
, <c:::'.: And ·.then from labor 'beat a sneak • 
··:~·'There 111 be no coin, or currency--
.· >f. You '11 get your pay in 'ENERGY'; 
.· MAO HINES will whirr!--
. ·And YOU, dear sir, 
'·Will .get so many 'UNITS' per." 
. "Ali,··· now I see!"--
Said I, in glee--
•"The ·technique of TECHNOCRACY! 
MACHINES will do 
For.me~-for you--
Exactly what we WANT them to, 
.. And· they' 11 produce all folks can use 
Of food and clothing, hats and shoes. 
We'll· .live like KINGS--no man will shirk, 
0 
. or~be enslaved by overwork! 
It·sounds, by gum, 
Like. 'Kingdom Come'--
The start of the 'MILLENNIUM!"l 
Immedia~ely preceding we have an optimistic version of this new 
philosophy. ·.·.We have also had an inkling of the trials and tribula-
tions of some of .the.-alert industrialists and economists. What effect 
has this widespread .discussion upon the public at large? In the first 
place many have· the.impression that technocracy, if it gains headway, 
is going to complet~~Y. change our manner of living. Perhaps it will. 
;.·, 
And in general people'· do not like changes. For this reason an air 
of discontent may preyail in regard to the management of the country. 
There is theopposite·possibil1ty, and that is that conditions may 
reach 
happy 
.,, .'j 
such.drast:i.ca~iy 
. ~ ' ' .:·~·:~:~;·:~;:1~~~~~:.~~ 
to make changes 1~ 
. . ' "'!~' . 
. ', ' ... ' """' \' 
adverse levels that people will be only too 
Exact predictions cannot be made in regard to 
the attitude that the':i'publ1o will .assume because their attitudes are 
so dependent upon immediate situations. 
1 Taken from Telephone Topics, New England Telephone and Telegraph 
Company; January • 
! !II . 
-
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Undoubtedly the· most disturbing psychological factor resulting 
from a knowledge .~fthe present economic adversity is sense of 
insecurity or' fe.ar· o.f failure because of unemployment. Fear of 
loss of. job is th~.· worker's most potent fear. He fears the loss of 
his job more· than he/does the loss of his arm (although of course 
·lf he··had a choice of one or the other, he would choose to lose his 
job). Workers. believe that the machine is now a demon out of human 
control, slashing ·men: right and left • 
. . 
Technocracy· is. not wholly to blame for the feeling of inse-
curity rife among workers. Technocracy is a method through which 
economic stabilitymay possibly be accomplished (although the 
faculty at Columbia. University do not believe so). This new indus-
trial philosophy has shown us how complicated the problem facing us 
really is, and the amount of change necessary to'bring relief (I do 
not say that 1t~has. given us the correct solution to the problem--
the reader will judge that for himself). 
It might be well to add that the industrial problems in the 
near future will not differ enormously from those of today, and 
that the problem of technological unemployment will loom above the 
others until the workers and their families can be guaranteed a 
comfortable home and a reasonably secure future. 
• 
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Chapter II 
INDUSTRIAL INVESTIGATIONS - OFFICE WORK 
Criteria for Determining Capability and Advisability 
of Case Study 
It is customary for major executives in a firm to go.to in-
dustrial psychologists and state their troubles. In other words, 
it is not in accordance with professional etiquette to have the 
psychologist go to a firm for the purpose of "selling" the idea of 
having a case study made. 
When a case study is in consideration several factors should 
first be considered. We shall treat these in order of importance. 
The company should be financially capable of supporting a psy-
chological investigation. An intricate examination is not the duty 
of the psychologist, but he should be able to ~rrive at the finan-
cial condition of the company in general, which is sufficient to 
determine the feasibility of a research. A detailed study, if 
needed, should be made by an accountant and the research man ~gether. 
Comparative balance sheets will furnish enough information. 
From three to ten years should be covered in order that the general 
trend of the business be ascertained. These may be supplied by the 
company, or obtained (in Massachusetts) at the State House (called 
Certificates of Condition), or in one of the investment guide books. 
·Profit and Loss statements are of help, but are not usually necessary. 
Following is a financial analysis of the Moxie Company. 
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An Economic Study of 
THE MOXIE COMPANY 
January, 1933 
Karl Richard Kunze 
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I. Product: 
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Economic Study of 
The Moxie Company 
The company prepares and distributes "Moxie" and "Pureoxia" 
beverages and syrups, and -intends to restrict itself to the manu-
facture of soft drinks, regardless of the present mo.dification of 
the Eighteanth Am.endment. Attempts at candy failed. 
II. History: 
The Moxie Company was first incorporated in Maine, and at that 
time was located and doing business in Lowell, Massachusetts. Later 
the company moved to Haverhill Street, Boston, and then to its 
present quarters· (1926). In 1931 a merger of The Moxie Company, 
· T~e Pureoxia Company, and The Syrup Company (a subsidiary of The 
Moxie Company) was initiated by The Moxie Company. The stocks were 
exchanged on the following basis: 31,333 shares of class A and 
· .. 235,000 shares of class B were issued to holders of The Moxie 
.Company's old stock; 16,667 shares of class A stock and 140,000 
shares of class B stock were issued to the old Moxie Company on the 
basis of 1/3 of a share of A and one share of B stock to holders of· 
,i 
~ 
each share of the old Moxie A stock, and 9/10 of a share of B stock 
for each old Moxie B share; 10,500 shares A stock and 25,000 B 
shares were issued to The Pureoxia Company .for all its assets exoept 
real estate on Norway Street, Boston. 
III. Capital Structure: · 
Class A Capital Stock. Authorized and outstanding; 58,500 
shares no par value, and entitled to $3.00 cumulative dividend of 
$3.00 per annum. Convertible into two class B shares. Callable 
at $50.00 per share. No voting power. An initial dividend of 
~ -. ' 
75¢ was paid March 31, 1931, and quarterly to September 30, 1932. 
On December 6, 1932, the following statement was made public: 
"The seasonal character of the business has induced the company 
to discontinue quarterly payments and return to the annual dividend 
at the close of the business year (September 30) which, until 
recently, was the practice of the company for over 25 years". The 
earnings per share on this stock were: 
9 months to September 30, 1931 
Year to September 30, 1932 
~.~ 
0.06 
Class B Capital Stock: Authorized 517,000 shares; outstanding 
4ob;ooo shares; reserved for conversion of class A stock, 117,000 
shares; no par. Has sole voting power. Majority deposited under 
voting trust, no dividends. The earnings per share on this stock 
were: 
9 months to September 30, 1931 
Year to September 30, 1932 
$0.04 
o.oo 
Voting Trust: Control of the company is in a 10 year voting 
trust expiring 1940; it comprises more than 215,000 shares of class 
Bistock. The voting trustees are for the most part the directors 
or officers of the company. 
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IV. Balance Sheets: 
Assets se:gt. ~o. 12~2 S!imt. ~Q. 12~1 Janij 1. 12:21 
Plant and.Equipment . . -$560,725 .. '. . $588,462 • 625,195. 
Goodwill and Patents 655,925. 655,925. 655,925. 
Current Aeeete: 
Cash 39,349. 131,835. 78,371. 
Securities at Cost 124,099. 124,048 .. 225,361. 
Aceta. and Notes Reo. 304,674. 335,967. 150,613. 
Inventories 286,706. 270,917. 368,167. 
Other Assets 4,494. 4,198. 
Deferred Chargee 26 1 426. 22.218. 12.266. Total 1,997,934. 2,141,166. 2,123,396. 
' . ;b1abil1t1~s 
Class A Stock 890,578. 890,568. 889,490. 
Class B Stock 377,878. 377,877. 377,984. 
Mortgages 167,500. 167,500. 182,500. 
Current Liabilities: 
Accounts Payable 36,238. 34,240. 22,462. 
Notes Payable 50,000. 
Unclaimed Empties 2,008. 4,509. 17,736. 
Res.for Federal Taxes 444. 17,091. 400. 
Accruals 2,869. 7,602. 6,458. 
Surplus 4101420. 641.16t:- 626.~66. 
Total 1,977,934. 2,141,16 • 2,123,396. 
Current Assets 574,828. 862,767. 822,512. Current Liabilities ~1~228. 621442. 41.026. Working Capital 4 3, 270. 799' 325. 775,456. Operating Ratio 8 to 1 14 to 1 · 18 to 1 (In 1930 the ratio was 12.3 to 1) 
V~ Balance Sheet Items: 
1. The company has experienced good financial standing, but 
· at present sucn is not the case. In 1932, payment of class A stock 
incurred a deficit. The balance sheet shows a diminution of cash 
of.about $100,000.00 and surplus of $172,00.00. Much of the loss 
was brought about by a decrease in sales in 1932. 
2. Reserves for depreciation are well taken care of. However, 
there are no reserves for fluctuations of securities which are at 
cost. 
3. Working capital (current assets minus current liabilities). 
is in excess of the amount considered by bankers to be a good risk 
(two to one is a borderline case). 
4. Cash in almost all three years under review sufficient to 
pay all current liabilities. 
5. Goodwill figures are high. 
VI. The comparative balance sheet proves that the company is in a 
precarious situation financially. General conditions outside of the 
_plant might also cause the company to hesitate to commit itself to 
any expenditure of cash for research at present. 
The percentage of company income per share of stock is a good 
indication of the company's financial soundness. This may be found 
in investment house publicationsl if the company.under consideration 
has publicly owned stock. The absolute percentage is not as useful 
as the percentage relative to other years. 
It must also be remembered that a personnel program will cover 
a number of years. A schedule will usually accompany the reaommen-
dations stating when each change is to be initiated. It 1s the 
1 Moody's Manual of Investments, Moody 1s Investors Service 
' 
N ew York 
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general opinion that a recommendation report must be immediately 
put into effect in its entirety. This is fallacious and, in many 
cases, disastrous if carried out. The workers dislike the incon-
venience caused by many major changes put into effect at once. 
Changes over a long period of time aid in maintaining a constant 
impression on the worker that the company is economically sound. 
It may be unnecessary to consider the financial condition of 
the company, for after all, an executive would not go to a psy-
chologist if the company were not in condition to support an in-
vestigation. If it eo happens that that is the case, the next con-
sideration is the number of employees. If the employees number 
less than fifty, obviously, expert psychological advice is usually 
unnecessary. If the executives of a plant of less than fifty are 
especially desirous of promoting harmony within the group; a little 
exertion on their own part would be sufficient. 
The question might be raised: Is it necessary to make a hasty 
survey to discover the presence of problems. The answer is that 
there will undoubtedly be problems. The point at issue would be 
whether or not the problems were of sufficient magnitude to warrant 
a psychological study. If there is uncertainty in this matter, an 
hour's interview with plant manager, department superintendents or 
member~.:: of the personnel department will reveal the facts necessary 
,., . ' 
-Jio: furnish a proper foundation for a decision. It may be said, 
however, that a plant- investigation by an outsider will always prove 
fruitful if the investigator is a capable man.· People within the 
". plant are so habituated to conditions that gross errors are coated 
;::~~,t~·::~~,.film of adaptation. An outside man observes condi tiona with 
a ;fr~'f~ eye and, by using modern methods, immediately spots incon-
FSS' n PI ill :: • 
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Preliminary Investigation - Office Work 
After it bas been decided that a case study is to be made, the 
procedure to be followed in undertaking the problem should be 
·planned. General data that should be obtained is as follows: 
1. Legal title of industr~ and address. 
2. Number of employees. 
3. Name and status·of employees interviewed. 
4. General description and plant (external) surroundings. 
In this section should be listed all factors that make for a pleasant 
or unpleasant impression of the factory, such as: the immediate 
neighborhood, including the streets and houses; the plant yards 
'• ,,
(parking space for employees); the type and appea.rance of the building 
and the signs on the premises. 
Continuing with the office work, the internal organization, 
inter-departmental relations, and personnel administration should 
:~ 
next be surveyed. The following considerations are valuable: 
1. The form of organization. Is it military, line and 
staff, or functional? 1 
2. Administration and organization of personnel depart-
ment. Has the company a personnel department? Is it well organized? 
3. Has personnel department s.dvisory or mandatory power? 
4. Who supervises the personnel department? Also, has 
the department an advisory personnel committee? If so, how frequent 
are the conferences and what is their nature? 
5. What are the powers and duties of the personnel depart-
ment? Some of the possible powers and duties are: 
.·· <::';·.~;·:~):;:':~ ·f: . ' 
employment and 
·· .':;'1-.=F:-o-r.-. a___;.d-=--e-s cr:rTinp't.tTinonnno~f"t:thh-;;e~s:;;e+t-;y;:p::e~s~o":Pf-:-o:::r::g=a=n7i-=z-=a7t7i-:o-::n--:s-e_e_·--:::s=-c-o"":'t"":'t--­
. Clothi~~'31~nd Mathewson, Personnel Management, McGra~-Hill, New 
IT n1•nm 1m r 2 !4£ !§ 
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policies; ascertainment of the ·number of workers for each 
department; deciding the old age policies of the company; super-
vision over health, factors, safety, education, training·, employ-
ee's serviae, .and research. 
6. The interview. How and where is it conducted? 
1. When a man has been hired, how is he introduced to 
his work? Some of the methods are: the sponsor system, by the 
foreman, by the personnel manager, by the messenger boy, or by a 
worker not busy. 
B. Training and education.- Possibilities: no· training; 
by foreman; by.wDrker not busy; vestibule schools; decentralized 
schools; co-operation with outside educational agencies; company 
~ 
_ publications and other magazines or pamphlets; apprenticeship 
courses. 
9. Follow-up system. In how many days is the new man 
followed up? What is the procedure? Who does it? 
10. Does the company take note of efforts of the worker 
to improve? How? 
11. Insurance. 
12. Pensions. Do the workers know about the company's 
pension policy? 
does the employment department recruit applicants 
for positions? Some of the possible sources of supply are: tran-
sients, advertisements, employment agencies and unions, other 
plants, friends of company and employees, trade schools, high schools, 
or colleges. 
are used in determining whether or not an applicant 
Some of the methods and devices used in selection are: 
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interview, application blank, recommendation, physical examination 
.. ·.x 
and tests "(such as trade, aptitude, interest, mental alertness, 
or personality tests) • 
. . ,,~ 
- I . 
. -
Are men hired by the personnel manager, or in conjunction with 
. ·the heads of departments or superintendents? 
:·}r' What determines whether or not a promotion and salary increase 
is to take place? The extent and possibility of a promotion and 
' .·1 ''.'~! 
salary increase may depend on one, or a combination of the following 
r 
factors: length of service, productivity (number of units, quality 
of work, or inventions, etc.), general value to company (leadership, 
· or a combination of other factorsh apprenticeship, executive selec-
,i 
tion, rating scales, training courses outside or in, examinations, 
' ' -~ 
personnel chart, promotional chart, etc. 
,, ;::)~ A consideration of the blanks used in the personnel procedure 
' -~··~: isJsometimes helpful, although usually of little importance from 
'.J 
,' . '. ·~\ 
t~e worker's standpoint unless records are inadequate. The most 
important forms used are: employment requisition, application for 
employment, employment report (showing entrances, exits, transfers, 
reasons for changes, turnover, etc.), employment record, transfers 
in and out of departments, changes of salary, pass to get into plant 
yards, job analysis, qualification card, leaving notice, attendance 
·:~·v 1.,,',~;~ 
· reoord, production record, promotional chart, personnel table, per-
sonnel chart, salary control chart (or list of base rates, etc.). 
Are leaving employees interviewed? 
Of course each plant is an individual plant. It is, therefore, 
necessary in many cases to depart from the suggested scheme to pay 
heed to other problems. The personality of the personnel manager 
or his attitude toward the mans.gement of workers, may be thought 
of as problems of this sort. It is also the case that many plants 
are .. so small in size and simple in construction that many of the 
above items are not used. Here, of course, the discretion of the 
psychologist is of prime importance. 1 
Obviously, after this information has been gathered, it must 
be interpreted psychologically. What sort of an impression has the 
worker upon leaving the interviewer's office--is he pleased, ."bewil-
dered, downcast, elated or anta~onistio? When he is finally at 
work, is he sympathetic to his company, proud that he is with it, 
satisfied with his job, and generally happy? He should be if this 
initiation period ~s carried out correctly • 
• Many of the facts recruited in the office work require simply 
common-sense interpretations. How does a usual p~rson like to be 
treated when in a strange environment, among strange people? When 
a new-comer notices that the person to whom he has been introduced 
is taking a sincere interest in him, he immediately feels at ease 
and. becomes willing and anxious to talk about himself, his abilities, 
capacities, interests and desires. Otherwise, he hesitates. 
,·~ 
'"'~ ~~~?J 
The records, forms and clerical procedure are important for 
from these we are able to·have before us new labor sources, facts 
about company employees, the present and past labor turnovers, and 
,,,,· 
" ,-,~ ' ' ; ' . 
many invaluable aids to.good employee management. A complete and 
· c.omprehensive record system should be a primary consideration. Many 
. ,:yf~ 
·. ·•11:· iM:Uu"Cchhnof'ft.th'h'Ae1in;:;-:rf~or;;m~a't.t1i:=:on~c~on;-;;c;;;er;;n;:;-:rin:::-g:::-e~m=p:::-l:;-o:-ym=~en::-tr=su:':"p::::-:.:'p':;"l~y-,-e:-1-e-m-e-n-:-t-s--=i-n­
j selecting, promotion and salary increase, and records and forms 
~ used was obtained from a course in industrial psychology given by 
q Dr. Chamberlin, College 'of Business Administration, Boston Universi tl 
q= ... ET I 
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textbooks recently have been written on the subject. 1 
The office work also includes an putline to be followed in 
-the plant investigation. The items below will be considered in 
detail in the next chapter. An outline such as this will prove 
I 
1 helpful. Space should be sufficient to allow for recordings 
directly on the outline as the experimenter inspects the plant. 
Working Conditions 
1. Illumination: 
a. Type of lighting system, reflectors, etc. 
b. !!:easurements of candlepower. 
o. Color of lights. 
d. Situations of lights, how far from floor. 
e. Work· done at points measured • 
. , 
~ 2. Air Conditions: ~ 
a. Wet and dry bulb readings. 
b. Ventilating systems in use. 
c. Windows, roof, etc. 
d. Does the product manufactured necessitate 
a constant humidity or temperature? 
3. Noise: 
a. Intensity. 
b. Nature, rhythm. 
4. Other factors: 
a. Odor of product. 
b. Cleanliness, tidiness, etc. J 
¥ -f }l'il:IL::."Es~c:;;o:+t1t:-,-;c1ili';o~t:'ih~ii':e~r:-,--:a:-:n::d:;-;M;;a:-tL:h;:-:-e=w~s-o-n--:::P~e-r-s-o-n-n-e-l Mana 
.,l Hill, New York, 1931. ' gement, MoGraw-
:f : • ~ · ~~ngham and M. Freyd, P rocedures in Employment ,:\~:l ~~r~: i~~r~~~~P:~~h!&2~;reonnel Mm1n1etrat1on, John ::::::1:::· 
~~;~JI 
• 
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c. Drinking fountains, lavatories. 
d. Vibrations. 
5~ Rest Pauses: 
a. Frequency. 
b. Time of day. 
c. Duration. 
d. How above was determined. 
6. Accidents: 
a. Frequency. 
b. Severity. 
c. Accommodations. 
•, 
7~i Nature of Work: 
a. Skill required, motions involved. 
::..4- b. Energy consummation. '·1. 
,}{ 
'. ~ 
\ c • Monotony. . , 
d. Nature of work in general. 
8.' Supervision: 
·~ a. Methods used by supervisors in handling workmen. 
b. Paternalism. 
c. Co-operation of workers. 
9~ Social Aspects: 
a. Competition and group stimulation. 
b. Clubs and sports. 
c. Lunchrooms, reading facilities. 
10. Health Maintenance: 
a. Safety Campaigns. 
b. Clinic. 
Vacations. 
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Chapter III 
INDUSTRIAL INVESTIGATIONS (Continued)--PLANT SURVEY 
Manufacturing 
description of the major products and by-products 
is helpful in depicting the extent of the company's manufacturing. 
A list of this sort aids us in ascertaining the amount of research 
being.-carried on i'n a plant. As we know, the E. I. DuPont De 
Nemours & Company manufactures everything from the material in 
wo~ed;• s underwear to ammunition. Within the last year this company 
has ·added to its products: a new smokeless shotgun powder-.; Dynax, 
a speed fuel for outboard motors; Doe-Tex, a new water-proof mater-
...... ;~ 
ial having the softness of suede; water-repellent lacquer for cloth; 
and ~hermosplastic cement, a cement that will join dissimilar sub-
stances, such as iron and wood. 
It would, of course, be fallacious to assume that, because ac-
tive efforts are being furthered to broaden the manufacturing scope, 
the. personnel routine is equally up-to-date. It does prove, however, 
. thJt a hi~h state of efficiency should exist, and if it does not, 
\' ~ ~~ th~ company would probably profit more by bringing it about than by 
; '~~ 
added research in the manufacturing end. 
The major processes in manufacture are next to be considered, 
with the view of discovering the manufacturing procedure, the most 
. ~·:. ' 
frequent operations involved, the amount of skill and strength 
nature of the work in general. Let us consider 
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'I·.··:~ 
': J::t MANUFACTURING 
·< 
MaJor Products: Moxie and "Puraoxia" beverages. 
Ma.lor Processes in Manufacture: Moxie is prepared pr~nci­
pally from imported roots and herbs, although sixteen other ingre-
dients are added before the beverage is ready to drink. A thick 
extract is obtained from the herbs, roots, etc., by adding a liquid. 
This mash is allowed to drain off. The vats in which the mash is 
kept (eighteen in number) are l~ned·with block tin, a metal which 
is free.from susceptibility to metal contamination. This draining 
requires several weeks. The syrups used in the Pureoxia products . 
are bought by the company. The process in making these beverages 
is identical to that in preparing Moxie. The laboratory superin-
tendent tests all syrups for content before they are used. In this 
same room (syrup room) :the remaining ingredients are added. None 
of this is done by hand. The preparation is poured into large 
glass tanks, the water is inserted through pipes, and the sugar is 
hauled to the containers by an overhead crane. The syrup is then 
forcedthrough a filter and sent to the storing room below. C02 
(carbon dioxide) is added to the syrup. The water used is filtered, 
purified, cooled, and carbonated in the Refrigerating Room. The 
water, after filteration, is cooled to almost freezing point. C02 
is also used for cooling the water by the process of direct expan-
sion (e.i., the C02 is forced through continuously larger pipes--
at each expansion, the C02 gats colder). The air is then taken from 
this-cooled water by deaerater machines, in order that the water may 
be carbonated. Automatic·indicators record the temperature and C02 
content of the water. The carbonated water then passes through 
pipes to the bottling machine. The bottles are cleaned with caustic 
soda (sodium hydroxide) and very hot water (220°). The bottles are 
b.fushed inside and out and ~insed several times. · They are then in-
spected and. forwarded to the feeders, where the beverages are poured 
in (first the syrup, then the carbonated water). An.automatic label-
ing machine completes the process. The cases are shipped to the· 
floor below on a chute (roller system), where they are stored for 
futu:ra use.l · 
. '·· i' 
· It is apparent ·that most of the workers simply tend machines. 
There is .s.ome lifting involved,· but the heaviest ingredient, sugar, 
is hauled· ;to the containers by an overhead crane. Training and 
. '.: . ; ' .·~~ education~ are of minor importance. Somebody must be present who 
~ ' . 
has a kno~ledge of the m~chanism in the refrigeration process as 
the automatic chemical content and temperature indicators :must be 
'· 1. • 
constantly watcned. Some of the work (e.i. tending the automatic 
. 
labeling:machines, eto..} is undoubtedly of a monotonous character. 
1 Takeniifrom a case study made by the author of The Moxie compan 
Heath; Parker, and Bickford Streets, Boston, Massachusetts. y, 
.. •. ,,; ;,:,j~~tl 
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The above also gi vee indication of possible in,1uries due to hot 
~i 
water or chemicals, if caution is not taken. Water at 220° burns 
and caustio soda is very injurious to the skin. Broken glass may 
also be a considerat·ion for the bottles are subjected to a high 
temperature and.are moved about mechanically, making breakage poss-
ible. ·The contingent factors, of which we have taken note, have in 
most probability, been dwelt upon by men in the plant. They give 
us, however, a foundfl tion upon which to work, with definite clues 
that may be of value in detecting problems. 
Working Conditions 
. r 
The source of labor troubles is usually to be traced to the 
working conditions existing at that time. Much of this subject is 
not of a psychological nature, but if for no other reason than the 
fact that industrial psychologists have all agreed to include it 
in their repertoire, the author will take up various possible causes 
of irritation to the workers. A study of the most efficient manner 
in which to carry, let us say, two pails of pig-iron, is physiologi-
cal in essence, not psychological. This fact is also true of fatigue 
and motion studies; but as·nobody else has consented to bear the 
burden of;these troubles, it is up to the industrial psychologist to 
' ·,. ~~) 
lend a hand. In England (where industrial psychology has been most 
~~{ 
successfu:l.) attent~on has been centered on this phase of the study, 
the result being that other elements have been overshadowed or ob-
litera ted. 
Illumination 
lighting encourages close inspection of work, which in 
turnmaintains quality at a persistently high standard, and promotes 
... ,_,,_ ... , '<: 
lighting, all raise havoc with the worker's attitude and output. 
:·:, ··\ 
The eye is' functioning at its best in daylight; and even with good 
artificial i:llumination, the eye is under a strain in its attempt 
..... -~ 
to adapt itself to the peculiar conditions. This adaptation con-
sists of muscle contractions to adjust the pupils and lens to the 
light. Light that is too intense produces eye strain. The result 
'~ : ' ' 
of this is a tenseness of the whole eye, including an abnormal con-
traction·of :the pupil. Optiphosis (eye damage brought about by con-
.. ·... .;•::~ 
tinuous glare) occurs if very poor illumination is not corrected. 
·,,_·: 
·: .. •,'/ 
Bright lights striking the eyes from an.angle are.more dangerous 
because of.the relative sensibility of the peripheral regions of the 
retina. ··. There is also an innate tendency for the eye to turn toward 
bright lights. This fact makes clear the necessity for having . 
lights placed correctly, for if lights are improperly situated, con-
tinuous muscular strain-exists in the eyes of the worker. Not only 
-does the eye tend to focus itself upon them in the process of 
accommodation; which increases the difficulty in fixating the eyes 
upon an object if bright lights or fields of vision having sharp 
contrasts occur. 
'· 
There are three principal systems in lighting, the direct, in-
·>, 
' direct, -arid~- semi-indirect. The direct system has lights shining 
' - . ~:1·.-~·,~~-
directly upon the surface to be illuminated. The light may or may 
not have ~ reflector. Of course a reflector is preferable because 
> • ' : ~ 
it throws the light downward where it is needed. The best type·of 
-reflector is one in which the bright lamp .filament is entirely con-
requires a deep bowl. A good corrugated mirror 
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reflecting surface is also advantageous in getting a diffusely 
illuminated surface. These fixtures should be simple and easy to 
clean• It is better to have them placed high (although not so 
high .that they are above pipe lines, etc.) in order that the~lamps 
will be out of the field of visipn, and that the projector will 
throw a-diffused light on the surfaces. 
·· Semi-indirect lighting is in many respects, better than 
direct. ' In this type of lighting, a translucent bowl is used, with 
the lamp inside. Some of the light filters through the bowl and 
. ·.-
plays directly on the lower surfaces, and the rest of the light 
goes to the ceiling and walls to be reflected therefrom. This sys-
tem usually decreases the light span (difference in candle power of 
' >: 
the darkest and brightest spots) and eliminates sharp shadows. 
Semi-indirect lighting is the most popular lighting (although not 
•' ,. 
always best) for offices. It is less used in factories because of 
the system's dependence upon good walls and ceilings for reflection 
surfaces. 
The indirect system reaches the acme in good lighting. The 
indirect lamp contains an opaque bowl so that all of the light is 
transmitted to the ceilings and walls to be further relayed to the 
lower s~rfaces, and should not be so smooth that the lamps them-
··:~-~ 
selves ·are mirrored on the ceiling. The cost of illumination per 
.;.~' 
foot candle is much greater in this system than in the other two 
;·:-;~ 
(a foot·lcandle is the amount of. light from a one-inch candle thrown 
on a surface one foot from it.). 
Different colored lights have been tried and it has been found 
that the colored light having the neares~ approximation to sunlight . 
most satisfactory unless it so happens that the object upon 
is placing his eyes is of a peculiar color. In 
other words·,:.· .. c()lored lights should only be used under extraordinary 
'..-.'',''I} conditi~~s .;,'tccilored lights are sometimes used to correct sharp 
' ··''<(\\ 
color contrasts. The fusion of artificial light and daylight has 
.·.:' 
no effect. ·on.eyesight, although frequently people complain of this 
situation •. ~·The problem must be treated psychologically • 
. ··~·:'·:>t .· < 
. The intensity of illumination is measured by a foot candle · 
' ~ · .. 
meter, sometimes called an illuminometer. With this instrument, 
. . ' '· . 
the operator a~justs a light until it is equal in intensity to the 
,. 
,'·! 
light surface to be measured. In the case of the illuminometer, 
when the.two·.intensities are ~he same, the foot candle reading is 
taken ~irectly from the instrument. In addition to its use experi-
mentally, the;illuminometer is used to determine when lighting fix-
tures should<b.e cleaned. Below is a table of intensities in foot 
candles, of illumination required for various interiors:l 
' . ~ 
Interior . ~· Foot Candles 
Armories •.. • .· .·· .- . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 
Bowling Alleys •.•••••••••••••• 5. 
Pins·· .. ·• . ~· ................ 15 . 
Box Factories·. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5. 
Canner1 es. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 . 
Engraving •.• ~ .•••••••••••••••• 15. 
Factory--General Illumination 
· (Using .Local Lighting) ••• 4. 
Ganeral (no Local 
·: Lighting) ••••••••..•.•••• 10. 
Local Lighting (Bench . 
:· ··Workt•:~·.·· ••••••••••••••••• 10. 
Foundries. ·.:.:-• •••••••••• ·•• .. • • .. • 5 •· 
Freight Houses •••••••••••••••• 4. 
Garages. • ..... ~ ................•. 4. 
Machine Shops: 
Die Making, Fine Bench 
Work •:·• ••••••••••••••••••• 12. 
Interior 
Inspecting and Lathe 
Work. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . 10. 
Mills: 
Textile and Knitting 8. 
Power Houses ••.•••••••••• 4. 
Printing Plants •...•••••• 6. 
Linotype, Monotype •• 10. 
Composing Room .••••. 10. 
Sewing Rooms: 
Light Goods •.••••••• 10. 
Dark Goods •••••••••• 20. 
Spinning and Weaving ••••• 8. 
Warehouse Space •••••••••• 2. 
Wood Working: 
Cabinet Work •••••••• 8. 
Rough Mill Work ••••• 5. 
1 .from a pamphlet: X-Ray Industrial Lighting, Curtis Lighting 
9hicago, Illinois. 
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Air Supply and Conditions 
Ventilation has a direct bearing on output. Ill effects 
caused. by poor ventilation are .not the result of the chemical 
content.'of ·air. It has been proven that the air of crowded and 
., ," 
unventilated '~reas will not lack so much oxygen and contain so 
much carbon· dioxide that harmful consequences would take place 
'•·, 
therefrom~ ·-:~-The continuous subjection to close air is pernicious 
to health because of the absence of adequate cooling and evapora-
t1 ve powers.. Moreover, air containing dust particles is apt to 
j . ~ 
carry infectious disease germs. 1 
·As we know, body heat is kept at a fairly consistent tempera-
.,' 
ture (98.6~h' The body is heated by a process of oxidation, and_ 
is cooled-.by _external forces (radiation, convection, and evapora-
tion). Radiation is the discharge of heat rays from the body. 
This same principal operates in the case of the electric-heater. 
The heat of- .the body rises and its place is taken by cold air,_. 
causing convectional currents. Also, the air ev~porates warm 
moisture from the surface of the skin and respiratory membrane. _ 
The process of evaporation cools the surfaces. 
If' the· air fails to do its work, sweating is resorted to by 
' ·.,_. ,· 
the body.~ ,:,,_:Perspiration is brought about. by a heightened reaction 
of the glands arid heart, causing increased energy expenditure~ The 
"}"~ 
heart must:_'~rive the blood to the skin to cause the glands to .swe~t. 
With cool surroundings, this unnecessary energy expenditure is 
eliminated-. Researches have shown that proper air conditions in-
crease production up to forty per cent • 
. , Humi~i ty i~ measured by a wet and dry bulb thermometer, some-
times o.a~led a humidimeter or humiguide. The wet bulb thermometer 
. ; /~~<~· i::~,:~·· 
1 H. Welch and G. Miles, Industrial Psychology i p ti 
& Sons, London, 1932. n rae ce, Pitman 
'II -~ •••· ••~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!'!!"!!!!!"'------~ ~~'*'t""'"'i!t""'-.~ ~~.~ ~ '~ ' • 
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is identical to the ordinary thermometer except that the bulb at 
the i~'~er end is encased by a wet cloth wick. The other end of the 
' '"'.•,, ~.'i 
wick i~ suspended into a small glass water container. In deter-
. ' •. .,'j ' mini~g .the relative humidity the difference between the two ther-
) 
'1 I'>' [_, 1 l} 
mometers is ascertained and the dry bulb temperature r~ading noted. 
'' . '·. ·<)~;\ A key is usually furnished.with the humidimeters having the dry 
',j_i_\ 
bulb readings in the vertical column~ and the differences in the 
horizontal column at the top. To find the relative humidity, loeate 
the square at which the dry bulb and different columns meet. It is 
' 
advisabi:e to fan the humidimeter in order that proper evaporation 
'wl 
may take place on the 'wet bulb thermometer. 
Readings should be taken at various points in the factory, and 
at different days. The weather will largely determine the humidity 
inside;·: Humidity readings may vary from 30 to 70% in plants, but 
the best humidities are from 50 to 60%. Frequently plants, pressed 
for space, use one corner or side of the second flool;' of the factory 
for offices. These offices take away the ventilation and light of 
the whole side of the floor from the workers and are poorly venti-
lated themselves. 
· For most purposes a temperature of 68:° Fahrenheit with a rela-
tive humidity of 50% is most satisfactory. The New York State 
Commi~s1cinohventilation found.that men perform· 28% less work With 
humidity of 80% than 
.. ~·· ~·· , ,;·,Jli·;<:;:.·· • " . 
a temperatura··:o:r,~· 86°·:.·Fahrenhe1t and a relative 
' ·., f~·>·,-~-~;)'\'· .. ~.-<>~:':\·>:<\:..~·f,d :' "_ .. ,. 
with the most satisfactorY combination. 
. . 
'- ,·,., .... .'\\ ~·f 
It might be {nterestf~g to add that the author, having spent 
several''months' teatiti~ 'r,a?torj: air ~onditions, took h~midity :beadin 
·. , . ·. . . . .· ·:,i"·•,;>?'' :J.· ·~<· .·, : . . gs 
of the office in which ~he'·'works and found the temperature to be 82o 
,.;··.1·, -:;.~1-:.:.~ .. ;>~--~.: ::c.···'~hr , · ,., . Fahrenheit~ and the .toeiativ~' 'liutittdi ty 22%! 
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er-relationship of temperature and humidity is interest-
~-' "~}::' .-i~~ 
1ng and ofi".:Value to us. A study of one is of 11 ttle use without 
. ··,j~:,!il 
. the othero.'"::~High degrees of humidity accentuate feelings of warmth 
. ,', .;:.:':·,~ 
and coldness; that is, hot air feels hotter when accompanied by a 
percentage··;c;f humidity and cold air f'eels colder when the air is 
< .,., 
I • ,· ~-./ ~'~~l 
saturated~'.::::In warm weather, humidity decreases the body evapora-
~ .. }, 
"· tion, which:1n turn, causes us to feel warmer and sometimes "sul}ty". 
,. . \:,; 
Humidity'inc~eases the heat conductivity and exerts a cooling in-
fluenae.">Everything would be fine if one operation offset the other, 
. ' ' ' 
. ' ·.. . /,: but such is not the case. The warming influence is greater in the 
higher' temp'eratures, and the cooling mechanism works overtime in 
cold temperatures. However, between 68 and 70° Fahrenheit, there 
is a neutral zone; one in which neither factor is operative. At 
' "\ 
these temperatures humidity has little effect. The reason for this 
-~. 
is that below 70° the decreased evaporation has little l;leating 
,! 
effect, ·and above 70° the cooling influence of increased radiation 
is 'insignificant. 
. . .: .. , .. :~ 
·· Unaom'fortable air conditions should be corrected if possible, 
.. •, ';.:·~ 
for people do not adjust themselves to thi·s environmental element 
' . <~~ 
as readily as most of us believe. That our body balks at adjusting 
. . ,' · ... ; .. /.-\~~~~ . 
itself ,to)~ other-than-normal air temperatures and humidities aan be 
'' ·. ;> ><l 
readilyseen by the many unsuccessful attempts of the inhabitants 
' ' \; i~~ 
of th~ t'einperature zone to live in hot· equatorial clima tea. The 
. ··~ 
·:· ·~ 
worker will perform deeidedly better work under suitable conditions 
than under unfavorable ones. Various means may be taken to alle-
viate' uncomfortable conditions of·this sort: 
Very frequently, sensible attention to the windows 
is all that is necessary. 
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air directly from the outsid~ 
are inexpensive ~np. effective • 
. ,. ystems within the buildin~help to circulate 
the air.· 
· .~ 4.• .... Asbestos coverings on hot pipes often halt the dis-
'·<·<',·, ,. "-'" ,, 
turbance at-tf:t~· eo~rce • 
• ·"· ·-111-:.': 
· s .. -I~.the air·:condition is of a serious nature, a venti-
· .. ,.·.p: 
lation ·aystem should. be installed. Some of these systems force the 
"used" air through •. ~ filtering, cooling, and humidifying process, 
and circulate. the treated air where it is· most needed. This system 
is excellent, as it keeps the air moving • 
.. 6.. Local disturbances may be treated by placing the 
workers so that. they are near windows or by seeing to it that loca:.. 
tiona in .the factory that have particularly stagnant air are used 
. . ' 
for storage purposes, etc. In a re~ent research it was found that 
~ 
a metal shield pro~ected the worker from the hot rays of his blow-
torch • 
. ·As a. final consideration, the results of improper ventilation 
'·/ 
will be_briefly,listed. Lowered production is quite possible, as 
. 
·workers unqer_~the·se conditions become fatigued and tired in a 
shorter period o~ time than they would ordinarily. Accidents occur 
more frequen~lY.,p.ecause of a let-down of attention. Minor com-
plaints and. dissatisfactions occur without good reason bec-ause of 
. ' ·, .. , •,.; .. .}, 
the torker's ~tt,.~tude. Headaches, feelings of lassitude, all types 
of chroni_c condi t,:ions, and unco-operati veness, etc., may manifest 
themselves • .. ·. 
. 3 
1 
I ; :.-H 
. . . •··•· ;)0~;·'··;~}~ 
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Noise 
is another product of civilization. It is usually taken 
for gran~~d in factories and cast aside as being a necessary evil. 
",·(· .. ,::''l~~·.:.<f~' 
It seemsi'that individuals are better able to adapt themselves to 
noise:t,ll~l to adverse air conditions. Probably the rea.son for this 
_::··.~.·:._:>· ~--i~\ 
is that in general the sense organ that receives a distraction is 
.. <· . ,!1 
hampered: 'to a greater extent than the others. In bad ventilation, 
·. ,,;i 
all sense '·activities are effected, whereas in the case of noise, 
.:::: 
';; 
only the ear is disturbed. In many oases it has been discovered 
< ':;:<~ 
that noise: has no effect on work done; in fact, it is cocas ionally 
. .;.,,i ~;~ 
helpful.-··;~1~ 
',·.;ft 
' -~~: 
' Laird has carried on extensive tests in this connection, and 
·\ 
c ' • • '; :.· ~· ~>;£ 
has come to conclusions that·are in contradiction with the views 
•. {~-\i 
previously held by many. In one of his experiments, four typists 
' ·-~ 
were put to work in noisy surrounding_s for two· hours a day for four 
'-
weeks. ·The same typists repeated the experiment under noiseless 
·"'': 
conditions. He found that, although the energy expenditure under 
. :i 
the noisy~conditions was greater, the decrease in output was small 
. . "; 
-,. 
enough t~? be insignificant. 
In general, higher mental processes are disturbed to a greater 
extent by noise than is physical or simple mental work. In many 
··:··· 
_ •. ·- c .,.:. •• _··:~. 
instances physical work is aided by noise, if the rhythm of the 
' \::;.~:·:~:.~! 
noise happens to be such that it encourages the worker to increase 
his pace to put himself in synchronization with it. Of course the 
opposite effeot is produced if the-worker slows his tempo in order 
to ke.ep.:pace with a rhythm. In plant surveys it is advisable,-to 
take.note of noises that are irregular in rhythm and intensity • 
... ,, ;\'';h~·:~<·· 
These are· man-made noises, not machine noises. 
llf!l t 52 !W'WT FliT 
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Vibrations 
tiona 
1es. 
;. <i' :':~~ 
vibrations.· Heavy machines bolted to floors often produce vibra-
tiona that cannot be easily corrected. In this case, if the worker 
• :· •• , if • : -~,1\~l 
remains in one place for long periods of time, felts may be placed 
',,i.,, ··1';1.,; 
under his feet ir,j they can be so laid that he does not trip on 
. . . .. ~:~::;·~ 
them. Unnecessary vibrations should be corrected because-any sort 
.. ·.: ,~· 
'; L ·.r 
of vibration. will) put the worker in a state of continuous t enseness, 
'•. 
thus increasing fatigue appreciably. This tenseness is due to an 
attempt on ~he part of the muscles to b eoome adjus.ted to the rapidly 
shifting surface'upon which the body is leanin~. When standin~ on 
.·'•1,;: 
an in~lined· .platform, the muscles of one lep; will be less tense than 
, .. ,\ 
those of th'e· other leg. If the incline were to be tipped in the 
?,; 
opposite direction, the legs would correspondingly assume different 
degrees of tenseness. The same mechanism operates but to a lesser 
yet. more rapid.degree when vibrations occur. 
I 
Accidents 
There is no doubt that the number ~f accidents occuring in 
industry today ls unreasonably high. Accidents furnish us with too 
.. . . ··~ 
much problemati~ material. The accident probl~m should be dealt 
' '>:::.:<:~.>;'",;.;(.::·::\\~!~ 
with earnestly·)rrom the humanitarian point of view •. Accidents are 
·. _·"~'1,:'!_:;~ 
disabling andkilling workers by the thousands. Accidents always 
disrU:pt ·the coritinui ty of the department in which the accident 
-: ~ . . .. \ :. -~~.' 
occurs •. :.;.Accidents also lower the morale of the group perhaps more 
factor. 
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Individual differences have been discovered in connection 
,, ··~·.:~· ·~· ~ :·.:, : -~~~·~<;/·~~ ~~: 
with the susceptibility to accidents. English and German experi-
.,.· .', \ ' :·'·:·~~-~~ .. }~-~'·: 
mente have definitely shown that there is an aca:ident group--that 
.~;. ~,;: '~;."•l)fr 
is, in general,··' those who have accidents, have them repeatedly. 
It would naturally be. supposed that a person who experiences an 
• ·~.' '. L 
acaident would. thereafter be more careful,; instead he is more 
carefree. That an_accident group exists would seem to make the 
solution to the problem very simple. All that appears to be 
' - -,·. 
necessary would be to'•'exclude this group from industrial practice. 
The difficulty lies in locating these accident-prone people. Of' 
course, itwouldbe ~.rather destructive method o~ approach to 
wait until accidents :tocc.ured. Attempts have been made to deter-
mine the content of this accident-proneness. One_ experiment used 
this procedure: number of accidents per thousand hours 
of exposure was determined. Let us say in one case that the number· 
happened to be-5 .per·lOOO hours. Next, the individual's acc-ident 
rate was computed in t erma- of per cents of the average. If, then, 
John Hopkins ·had': four accidents per 1000 hours of exposure, his 
percentage was 80. The men were grouped into four classes and 
tested. A correlation between low accident rate and tests of sus-
' i .. 
tained attention and motor control was found to exist. Intelli-
gence and accident:susceptibility do not correlate especially high. 
What is>,f~: .. b~_'·:~ol}sidered an accident? The Massachusetts 
• • ' • ' •>, ·.' 5. ' . J ,j/\ '' ' . · .• ~-- 'c:·~ ~0-
Safety Council'giV:e~'>the following definition: 
II ' , ·:·:· 
A lost-time accident shall be any personal injury arisin 
of ang in the course of employm t hi g out 
inj\lry (such as loss of finger)e~r ~os~ho~a~~:: ~:;~~d ~~rm~nent 
dehift during which the accident occurred. No matter whatetiay orf ay the workman may be injured if h t me o 
during-the first half,.of his n~xt ere urns to work at any time 
counted and·. the man•·is not chargedr!~~~ar shift the accident is not 
, :'{: 0;;i:Jf~!tt~~~ any oss of time. If, 
................... --------~--------
. , ; , 'r. ~·'. f 
; '', ;:~~- c_,{'lJ;tl~:r;~lf,' ·• 
, , ?'·C'-, 
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''\. '-~·~·:.~;·;.i., .~~}~.}/;':t~i.~~~~;~q 
, · '•' ,,r· ·~'·':"'> ,i:Y. k until sometime during the last 
however,. he does:·.not .return to wor the accident is counted 
half of his next :rei~ul~.r s~i{~~ ~~n 1~;e~harged with the loss of a 
as a lost-time ace,. en an k ' 1 t is in operation 
full day or more.·k·,:.i,tif dthhe ini~r~~e w~~i~~o~ ~fa~he doctor, is unable 
but part of a wee ; an e, i th d of to return to the job on the day immediately follow ng e ay 
injury (providing, ,of course, the following day is not Sunday) 
then the accident:is counted as a lost-time accident even though he 
would n?.Y. b.e.:r,equ1:ed to work on the day following the date of 
1njur::~1~en~~l~~lV~fe caused by: 
·1. ' FatigUe. Probably three-quarters of our accidents 
are caused by this:'factor. Accidents from this source are very . 
' '· 
often called'.·"accidents due to carelessness". What is carelessness? 
'.'; 'c• ).:; 
It possesses no tangible meaning to the industrial psychologist. 
:.,·, 
These accidents are usually due to lapses of attention, inaccurate 
.. : .. ,, 2 
per.ception,. :and slow react.1ons. In the early hours of work, 
·u 
workers are fresh} and 1n consequence fewer accidents occur at this 
.. ::·~·~·. 
time. As the:J.unch hour nears, the accident rate increases because 
of fatigue. As·ts the case of the curve below the accident rate 
. ' 
may drop fifteen minutes before the lunch hour and the closing hour. 
The reason for•this is that the men are marking time until the bell 
. ·-: 
rings. 
' ':. • ~ "t 
There are fewer accidents at this time because fewer move-
..·:;~: 
mente aremade .. by the men, fewer chances are taken, and the state of 
. t " ~ ~ ., : •. ,• ·;..3 
tenseness leaves}the men at this time. In the polygon below, notice 
,,·o; 
' ' ' '. 
that the. ac_cide{:lt rate starts off higher directly after lunch than 
; ,,; . ~~·~~:.~~:t~: ,; t~: ,, -.:>i:::~~ 
in the morning'·s'tart, also that a higher peak is reached. This curve 
' ' ' ::.>,:,·.//.~,~~:;;~q 
is similar toit~e usual fatigue or work curve of a factory. 
''"': 
1 Report Blank of the Engineering s t M h t Counoil,Boston, Massachusetts. ec 1on of the. assac usetta Safe y 
2 Taken fromlnotes in Dr. Whittemore's on working Conditions. Boston University. course , 
3 Harol:~i''::~~.~~t, Psychology and Ind. Efficiency,n.Appleton,N.Y. 1931. 
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In the munition factories in England it has been found that two 
and one-half times as many accidents occurred with a twelve-hour 
day than with a ten-hour day. Fatigue, of course, was the main 
factor. 
2. Excitement and irritation both cause accidents. 
Excitement and irritation are usually the result of attempts to 
increase or maintain output. Irritation usually ensues when a 
worker is attempting to reach a particular output and external 
forces, such as crowded conditions, poor equipment, waiting for raw 
materials, etc., hind~r him. 
3. Worry and day-dreaming. When a person day-dreams, 
reality is not in close contact with him. He may easily miss ex-
ternal peculiarities because he is thinking and seeing inwardly. 
His physical actions are on a habitual plane. The same condition 
exists when a worker is worrying; his mind is not on his work, and 
he cannot perform his duties with a high degree of efficiency. 
4. Emotional hangover. Closely allied to worry is the 
emotional hangover. The worker gives vent to his emotions by 
slamming tools around. If a worker leaves the house with an un-
settled argument on his mind, .he will spend the rest of the day 
fighting the argument out the way he wants it to end. Such cases 
are, of course, very difficult to correct and are usually beyond 
the power of the management. If it is possible to persuade the 
worker to tell the foreman if he is particularly disturbed emotion-
ally, it may be to the advantage of everybody concerned to put the 
worker onto a less dangerous job, if his own is dangerous. 
5. Lack of information. A new worker who is unfamiliar 
with the machines he is to tend is often in a dangerous situation. 
:~'~1 
'.:yery frequently, in order to cover his stupidity, the new worker 
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.·.~ 
~~ill state that he understands his job perfectly with the hope 
1 that he can learn by trial and error. The results of this situa-
:~ 
tion need not be elaborated. Adequate information in regard to 
·\ 
'4 
·safety is also invaluable. This may be done by a safety engineer, 
··~ folders, bulletins, etc. Pictures are very helpful in this connec-
.{ 
tion, for.that tells a vivid story briefly. It is usually better 
~-
to emphasize the positive aspects of accident prevention, for fears 
are instilled into the men if they continually see photographs of 
mangled arms, legs, etc. 
6. Illumination. Insurance companies have found that 
10 to 20% of industrial accidents are caused by defective illumina-
tion. Another survey showed that 6Q% of the accidents were nocturna~ 
Some factories have decreased the number and severity of accidents 
by 40 to 50% with proper lighting. With unsatisfactory illumination 
workers are unable to see minute objects coming toward them. Workers 
will also rely upon their kinaesthetic and cutaneous senses when 
reaching in a dark space to turn a valve or shut off a motor. 
7. Daily fluctuations in body conditions. Some days in-
dividuals are not at par, because of their digestive process or 
other body condition, or because of a sore finger, stye, boil, head-
ache, or cold. Women, during menstrual periods, frequently experi-
ence pains and are physically uncomfortable (some firms permit ab-
sence from work for one day a month for this reason). 
Dirt and Unsanitary Conditions 
Dirt and untidiness are often presupposed in some occupational 
environments. Much of this can be eliminated and should be given 
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attention to produce satisfactory reaction within the worker, to 
create interest, raise the morale, and lessen the susceptibility 
to disease. When an employee learns that attempts~are being made 
on the part of the management to further his comfort, he will be 
more co-operative and may even sacrifice his own time and energy to 
make apparent his satisfaction. If the executives direct activities 
in this direction, the workers will soon take an interest in the 
condition of their department. Some causes of distaste are: 
1. Unclean immediate surroundings. 
a. Slovenly neighbors. 
b. Dirty tools and material. 
c. Floor cluttered with dirt and rubbish. 
d. Rough, unpe.inted, unclean, or insecure workbench. 
2. Unhygienic work conditions in the shop. 
a. Foul air, excessive temperatures and humitities • 
.... 
b •. Dampness on floors; etc. 
c. Lack of drinking facilities. 
3. Other disagreeable conditions in the shop. 
a. Rough, worn wooden floors. 
b. Discolored, unpainted or unclean walls. 
c. Dirty or broken windows. 
d. Crowded conditions. 
4. Poor hygienic conditions outside workshop. 
a. Lack of restrooms, locker rooms, lunchrooms, etc. 
b. Unsavory lavatory conditions. 
c. Dirty, dark stairways and hallways. 
The above factors should be considered from a humanitarian point 
of view. In many cases production will not increase, for the workers 
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are accustomed to working in abominable conditions and-are quite 
satisfied--some even enjoy it. The treatment, however, is from a 
hygienic standpoint, not a psychological. As is usually the case 
with any change whatsoever, production will increase temporarily; 
but the reason for this is that the employees are st~mulated by 
the realization that the. management is aware of their presence and 
is making effort to place them in more favorable surroundings. Out-
put will increase in a plant if changes are made. that are ridiuulous 
and of no value whatsoever. All that is necessary is thatt he 
workers see experimenters bustling to and fro, and have cognizance 
of some sort of change taking place. Of course an interest factor 
is involved, and production will drop as soon as interest wanes. 
Policies in regard to hygiene, cleanliness, and tidiness will 
damage morale and production if initiated and not continued. 
Monotony and Boredom 
Because of the increasing specialization in industry, monotony 
has been found to be a prominent problem. Fatigue manifests itself 
clearly, whereas boredom (the subjective element of monotony) is 
elusive, vague, and subconscious. We are more apt to notice fatigue 
than boredom for this reason. In a word test, Munsterberg found 
that those who perceived repetitions of words of the same category 
(for instance, all words that were names of animals, etc.) did not 
tend to dislike repetition. In other words, those who perceived the 
repetition the most, disliked it the least; and those who were aware 
of this uniformity the least, disliked. repetition the most. Hence, 
it is not the consciousness of monotonpus work that makes it mono-
tonous.l 
1 L. H. Munsterberg, Psychology and Industrial Efficiency, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1913. 
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It is with little difficulty that an experimente~ discovers 
the presence of monotony in·a job. After all, any job with little 
variation in routine will prove boring to most people. In a routine 
job, one's attention will tend to focus upon other objects, and 
only fatiguing effort will modify this tendency. There are cases, 
however, of jobs that appear to be monotonous, which do not produce 
this state within the workers. There are mental elements involved , 
and one may be that the individual is of low intelligence and is in 
perfect harmony with his work. Persons with high I. Q.'s are seldom 
satisfactory on purely routine jobs for very long, for they become 
impatient and inattentive. They shrink from isolation, and are 
desirous of work in which their own personality can be pro.1ected. 
Persons with low I. Q.'s are at home with this kind of work and in-
variably make a success of it. Work often beeomes boring, however, 
even to such people. Some methods that may be used to modify the 
effects of boredom are these: 
1. Alternate jobs. Have a worker shift from one· job to 
another, in two, three, or four hour shifts, according to the amount 
of repetition in the jobs. A person knowing two jobs is also more 
valuable to a plant in times of emergency when shifting is necessary. 
2. Casual conversation relieves boredom. Encouraging the 
men or women to converse may be the solution to this difrioulty. If 
the .workers are too much separated to talk together, the foreman may 
be able to engage in conversations, gaining considerable insight into 
his problems at the same time. 
3. Rest pauses are very helpful in relieving both fatigue 
.and boredom, and usually raise the morale of the workers to a marked 
extent. Rest pauses should be so placed that they oceur when the 
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production curve has just passed its peak and· is on its downward 
trend. The length of the pause should be determined by the nature 
of the work, fatiguing physical work requiring frequent pauses, and 
mental work necessitating less frequent but longer intervals. No 
pause should be less than five minutes in length as it requires. a 
minute to become relaxed, leaving too short an interval remaining 
to be of any use. The ideal type of work pause is to allow the 
worker to cease work whenever he feels inclined. There are objections 
to tnis, however, one being that an ambitious worker paid per unit 
produced will never rest; another ~eing that lazy workers will accom-
·plish little. 
4. The fourth method of alleviating boredom is to create 
interest in the work. This may be done by instructing the worker 
in respect to the raw materials used in the product, the product 
itself, and the value and: uses of the finished product. A trip 
about the factory to acquaint the worker with its operations broadens 
the view of his work; so do circulars, bulletins, and conversations. 
An interest based on the desire to do a good piece of work also does 
1 ts part in ridding a job of its monotonous aspects. The following 
types of incentives create interest in the work: 
a. Wages. Frederick Taylor was wise in basing 
his efforts on the assumption that what the 
worker desires more than anything else is a 
good sum of money at ·the end of the week. 
b. Gifts, such as monetary·gifts at Christmas 
or food ba~kets at Thanksgiving. 
c. Pensions after a length of service if the 
worker has foresight enough to look ahead. 
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d. Guarantees. A worker, if working piece-
rate, should receive a minimum wage guaran-
tee. With this, he entertains a feeling of 
security. 
e. Promotion, or the chance for promotion keeps 
the alert workers interested. They must 
believe, however, that the management is 
taking note of their work. 
f. Praise. Few people realize what a_slap on 
the back and a few words of praise will do 
toa worker who has no idea of the quality of 
the work he is doing, or how he stands in the 
estimation of his superiors. 
g. A worker's wife and home are or should be his 
chief interests. This interest may be easily 
projected into his work, if the proper pro-
cedure and tact are used. Getting down to 
brass tacks, the true case for hie presence 
in the factory is hie wife, himself, hie 
children and his home. An association in this 
connection can well be set up in the plant 
magazine by publishing_picturee and happenings 
of the home life of the workers. 
h. Ratings are influential in maintaining interest 
and relieving boredom. The ratings may be in-
dividual or group ratings and should be in 
chart form in each department. Men have as 
much desire to "show off" as women, and here is 
an accepted method. 
I 
i. ,, 
p: 
1\' j' I. I . 
' 
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5. A reduction of boredom and perhaps futility may be 
In effected by reducing the size of the worker's immediate task. 
the Pilgrim Laundry Company of Boston, it was decided by the 
management that the necessary output for ironers be set in terms 
of fifteen minute intervals because the requirement of 26 shirts 
every 15 minutes "sounded" easier than the requirement of 900 
shirts a day, although the final figure was the same in both oases. 
This is true also of situations in which the employee has his work 
piled in front of him. A worker's interest may center wholly on 
the desire to finish the pile in front of him. In this case, new 
material should not be thrown on the partly completed pile. 
6. Testing employees for boredom-proneness. Adequate 
tests have not yet been devised, and a rather optimistic attitude 
would be required to expect any worth-while advances because of 
the intricacy of the problem. All of the above factors would have 
to be considered. As has been stated ~reviously, persons of average 
and low average intelligence are, as a rule, better fitted for 
monotonous jobs. 
' 7. There are a few other minor considerations. Probably 
in all factory work it is advisa.ble to change the worker's environ-
ment in his leisure time. His lunch should be eaten in a separate 
room if possible. What pleasure will the worker derive from his 
food if he must place it on his machine in order to eat it? If rest 
pauses are of sufficient length, the workers should be allowed to 
run into the factory yard for a game of catch, or to recline in a 
reading room for a moment or two. Group exercises with opened 
has been found· to be beneficial. There are also numerous 
that may be.employed to teach help the most profitable ways 
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in which to spend their leisure time. Some possibilities are: 
a. Company libraries. 
b. Dramatics, musical clubs, etc. 
c. Social activities. 
d. Company schools. 
e. Sports. 
Group Stimulation - Boredom 
A group aspect that has not been treated as yet is competi-
tion. The individual method of approach to the effects of compe-
tition is through the study of the tendencies of individuals to 
copy others. The mental mechanism motivating this tendency is 
suggestion. We allow suggestion to prompt our actions because it 
is much easier to accept the conclusions of other people than it is 
to solve situations on a logical basis. Individual differences 
prevail as to the degree of suggestibility in people. Professor 
Lairdl writes in one of his popular articles in this connection: 
"What makes the true "Yes Man", says science, 
is the degree in which he or she possesses,, and is 
influenced by, the quality known to psychologists 
as "suggestibility". Irrespective of how intelli-
gent he may be, or how brave and strong at heart, 
because of an excess of this peculiar and mysteri-
ous human trait, he may §O throu§h life to all in-
tents and purposes as a Yes Man , and be put down 
by his associates and friends as feeble-willed, 
weak-minded, and all the other laughed at character-
istics so sharply depicted in 11 Yes Men" characters 
of motion pictures or cartoonist strips." 
Professor Laird offers no points of merit in connection with 
this mimetic tendency and presents only the mental phases involved. 
Suggestion enters the mind from without, and it is the objective 
element that we are to consider in our treatment of comp•eti tion in 
industry. Men see others hustling about and are stimulated to 
1 Taken from a popular article of his entitled: Why Most People 
Behave Like a Flock of Sheep. 
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follow suit. The opposite is true also-men perceive others idling 
about and become idle themselves. In other words, men try to dupli-
cate the behavior of the group in order that they may be a part of 
it, unless a more forceful motivation prompts them otherwise. And 
now we have paved the way for the subject of competition. 
Group stimulation may be, however, devoid of competition. If 
a worker does not know how he stands in relation to the others, or 
does not learn of his and his neighbor's results, no compeititon has 
taken place. Omitting detail, we may say the following about com-
petition and group stimulation: 
1. A person is more productive under group stimulation 
and competition. 
2. Simple tasks benefit greatly under compet1t·1:orr.. Slow 
workers benefit more by competition than fast workers. 
3. In performing physical labor it is usually advanta-
geous to have one man distinctly superior to lead the way. If 
several good men are on the job, attention is diverted from the 
work· itself to obtaining leadership. 
4. In more intricate mental work, an increase in speed 
caused by competition is invariably accompanied by a greater degree 
of inaccuracy. 
5. Competition with oneself is possible. A golf neo-
phyte will improve much more rapidly if he charts his 125 1 s every 
day, and persistently attempts to better his score. 
Other Phases of Suggestion 
Suggestion is influential in determining the morals of the 
group. In the case of the integrated group (a group in which the 
individuals are friendly toward one another and co-operative), 
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suggestion plays a more dominant role. A few influential men will 
·determine the attitude of the whole group. The dissemination of 
emotions and feelings in a group is called affective expansion, 
and obviously may be beneficial or deleterious to morale. · While 
testing the illumination in the Carter's Ink factory a fountain 
pen repairman made the following remark: 11 As long as you're look-
ing at lights, take a peek at the low lights hitting your eyes 
from those windows for light". He pointed to a translucent window, 
clean and emitting a very satisfactory amount of diffuse light. 
Undoubtedly his attitude was the produ~t of affective expansion in 
:::the department. The only way in which this disturbance could be 
•. 
}treated would be to teat the light and show the dissatisfied worker 
lthat the conditions are satisfactory. The author did this (with 
. ;i[ 
, '.# paraphernalia that in itself, would guarantee prestige to the user), 
,' ...!,: 
showing and interpreting the results. 
Supervision 
A determining factor in group satisfacti~n is leadership. In-
dividuals in a group require that their leader have prestige, whether 
it be warranted or not, and an authoritative personality. If he does 
not possess these qualities, the group will not co-operate with him 
in an efficient fashion. A good leader will know what he is doing, 
and will quickly gain the confidence of his men. 
Superiors should make special effort to develop the "we" atti-
tude among the workers. A foreman who has the workers working with 
him, and not under him, is at a distinct advantage. In the first 
place, the workers will not balk at a few minute's work overtime, 
they will do work that they are not expected to do, and they will 
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make suggestions readily. They will also enjoy their work more 
{nobody .wants to be "bossed" around) and complain less. It is also 
... 
advisable for the foreman to tell the workers the reason for the 
work they are doing, if t?e reason may be questioned. Nobody wants 
to do work;that is of no value, and it is possible if the value of 
a pieoe:..6fwwork is questionable, that the men will suspect that the 
. 
task was· given simply to keep them occupied. A group of men were 
put to work digging holes in a field. When one hole was dug, they 
were told to move to another spot and dig some more. The men were 
about to quit, believing that they were simply put on the job in 
order that they would not be idle, when the foreman told them that 
he was hunting for a leaking water pipe. He then gained the co-
operation of the men. 
Paternalism 
Paternalism on the:part of the superiors should be avoided. 
It is especially dangerous because this attitude is .usually an un-
conscious one in the person possessing it. One may mean well but 
be very ir~itating to the receptors. The situation may be the 
result of a genuine attempt to help others, and may terminate dis-
astrously. Workers usually want as much freedom in work as they 
can obtain because they are usually deprived of it in all other 
phases:. of life. The following excerpt is from a case study of ':Che 
Moxie Company prepared by the author: 
The. general manager is constantly devising means 
.. of keeping the social interests of the employees at a 
high pitch. A Halloween party was recently given, 
contests of all sorts are frequent, and a persistent 
··. attempt is made to identify the employee 1 s oce1upation 
·.with cultural and. educational interests, social life, 
and happiness in general. Recently, a poster was on 
the bulletin board announcing that each associate should 
ose a number as several Thanksgiving dinners were to 
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be ·raffled off. The opening sentence ran something 
like this: In keeping with his usual kindness and 
benevolence, Mr. Archer has graciously offered the 
following dinners to be ••• etc. It is· hinted that the 
associatesl will undoubtedly exhibit quite a bit of 
enthusiasm toward the contest to show their respects 
. to Mr. Archer for his interest in them. 
Undoubtedly the attitude of the general manager is danger-
ously.paternalistic. It would be a much better policy to allow 
the workers to take part in the management of the social affairs 
of the concern. 
l •• ,~\~ 
Jealousy 
Jealousy may creep into the plant relationships, disrupting 
harmony to an unlimited degree. Jealousy may be: 
:~::.~·.·:<-~\' 
1. Toward one's inferiors. If a skilled worker is 
forced by circumstances to work with unskilled men with the same 
compensation, he becomes jealous because they do not deserve his 
wage. 
2. Toward one's equal. If individual salaries or wages 
'•.,. 
are not widely known, a boaster can easily cause jealousy in the 
group if he verbally stretches his own salary. This disturbance 
may be corrected by making salaries and wages known. 
3. · Toward one's superiors. There is usually some .1eal-
ousy between the workers and superiors. If the superiors deserve 
their posts, the jealousy will simply act as an incentive for the 
worker to try".for a promotion. If the superiors are not capable 
men, the workers will be continuously rebelling against authority. 
Participation in Management 
In general, .1ealousy, like many other group problems, can be 
overcome py allowing the worker to participate in management. Such 
1 Employees are called 11 associates 11 • 
!\ l'*~oi!. ~ -"l;;~ ""<, ~ ~ "' ,... "' -1'> ' ~ ~ 4 ° "'""' ~ " ' "' ~ • < 
......------~--·--~-~-
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participation ultimately causes him to feel that the. plant is 
partly his;. '·With this in mind, the worker will disregard many 
disturbing elements in his attempt to be of value to his concern. 
Four arbitrary degrees of employee participation may be set up: 
,l. Employees may make suggestions through a suggestion 
box, or through a representative. Employees should be paid for 
suggestions that prove valuable to the company. Employees must be 
treated fairly in this connection, and must be constantly reminded 
about the suggestion system. 
2. · , Participation in minor policies in addition to above. 
Employee's usually have a workers committee that has the power to 
initiate these bills. The bills then pass to the management. 
3. Employees represented on the board of directors, 
enabling them to exercise powers that the manegement possesses 
(but to a lesser degree). 
4. Complete ovmership or complete management. Owners 
have been known to step aside to allow the workers to manage the 
plant as long as they do so at a profit. 
The social activities, social welfare activities, sports, lunch-
rooms, and reading rooms should be under the supervision of a 
committee of workers as long as it has been for them that they have 
. ' ' .'I .;' 
all been put~into existence. He will appreciate these elements of 
his-working, environment to a greater extent if he directs them him-
. ' \ ., 
self. There ·will be no danger of paternalistic supervision if the 
workers manage affairs. One problem lies in the limit to which the 
employees' power should extend. If workers are not obliged to 
' ·.' 
suffer financial losses that they incur, there is no particular in-
centive for financial efficiency on their part. In addition, a 
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group of workers are not to be expected to be financial wizards, 
and it is necessary now-a-days to consider finance seriously when 
managing lunchrooms or sport organizations. The advantages of em-
ployee management are that greater interest will be created, and 
that (if the operation of the activity is unsuccessful) the manage-
ment will not be blamed. It is probably that greater interest will 
result from employee management; but it is also possible that jeal-
ousy of those selected to do the managing may crop out. Again, 
workers may have enough time to ,attend activities, but it is doubt-
ful if they will have time to manage them also. These points are 
all generalities, and each case must be considered on its own merits. 
Rewards for Working 
Probably the most important single consideration in industrial 
psychology is that of rewards for working. Some industrial psy-
chologists omit the subject of salaries and wages on the ground that 
it is the problem of the financial department, and not the personnel 
department. However, he who closes his eyes to the psychological 
effects of salaries and wages is omitting the worker's main source 
of drive, and in consequence will find his efforts along other lines 
fruitless and ineffective. 
Monetary compensation for work is usually on a time rate, piece 
] 
rate, or time-piece combination. In time rate the individual is 
paid so much per unit of time, and in piece work he is paid so much 
per unit produced. Much depends on the nature of the work in 
deciding the best system to employ. Both systems have advantages 
and disadvantages. Let us consider some. 
In straight time work it is up to the supervisors to keep the 
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men in action. The men are waiting for the five-thirty whistle all 
day long r they have no incentive to work, for added work means 
added fatigue,without added money. It is not always true that the 
' 
worker lacks incentives, for if payments are not determined by 
results other factors may stimulate: 
1. Desire to co-operate because of good leadership. 
As has been mentioned previously, if the workers are working with 
the foreman,· and not under him, the foreman will have a more pro-
ductive and e~ficient department. 
2. Praise maybe considered part of 1 tern 1, but• is so 
frequently overlooked that it warrants special attention. A worker 
will derive unlimited satisfaction from a statement from the fore-
man of this sort: "Say, Bill, you're d~ing a splendid piece of 
work--I'd like to be able to do as neat a job myself". Of course 
it is unnecessary to go around telling the workers how clumsy you 
would be if you were in their shoes, for after all, you are super-
vising them; but you don't want to remain aloof and try to bluff 
them, for they soon learn your c·apacities and incapacities. 
3 •.. Tedious work may be tolerated if promotion is visible. 
A clear, understandable promotion chart is invaluable ·for this pur-
pose. When promotions are in black and white, a worker feels certain 
that. these .possibilities exist. Caution must be taken in the use 
of the. promotion chart, for in many industries the layout. is so 
arranged that.promotions are few and far between. In such cases the 
promotion chart would dampen considerably the enthusiasm of the em-
ployees. If a promotion system is in use, the employees must be 
noticed, and must not entertain the feeling that they as individuals 
are lost: in a sea of men and machines. Favoritism, of course, must 
'-: . ' 
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not be shown; and efforts on the part of the management must be 
made to impress-every one that he is entitled to and will receive 
his share of consideration. 
4. A job should add to one's ability. It usually in-
creases one's. skill. If the employee is trained at the plant, the 
fa~t that he has received instruction from his job is still more 
impressive. Oneof the major advantages of a training school in 
a plant is thatit decreases the rate of turnover; and the reason 
for this is that. it weeds out incapable men and promotes: ... : in the 
remaining mena sense of satisfaction prompted by the added skill 
he has received from his job. 
5 •. Another stimulation to work is a feeling of security, 
I 
which is the result of knowledge that the plant is economically 
sound, and that his department, job, and product will exist perma-
nently, or at least a satisfying length of time. 
6. Another compensation of work is the satisfaction 
derived from the aw~reness that something of value has been accom-
plished. There is a definite reward in knowing that one is doing 
something well. It has been found that wrapping bundles is much 
preferred to unwrapping; and the reason for this is that in wrapping 
neat appearing packages are produced, and in the case of unwrapping, 
neat packages are torn apart and rubbish is accumulated. 
7. There are numerous other mild stimulations, such as 
comfortable surroundings, congenial neighbors, and name and popu-
larity of the company, that may excite some degree of enthusiasm 
in the worker. 
·. Time rate is used largely in cases in which quality is of 
' .-~-· . 
prime-~importance. Managements are usually of the impression that 
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speed quality. This conception is a fallacious one 
in many instanc.es, for rapidity of movements is as much a habit as 
the movement itself; and if movements are performed at a slower 
rate, errors; will probably follow with the same rapidity and magni-
tude as would follow an increase in speed. This problem should be 
' 
"nipped in the bud"· by training employees to move rapidly before 
they have a chance to adopt a slow rate of movement. A forewoman 
in the Pilgrim Laundry Company notices many more errors when the 
ironers are under'average speed. 
A piece, work,~or part-piece work system is used in most indus-
trial plants today. Here the employee has a definite monetary 
incentive to.prod~ae efficient work. Payment depends on his out-
put, and consequently he visualizes each unit produced in terms of 
its cash equivalent. Problems arise under this system to a marked 
degree when the worker is hindered by forces over which he has no 
control. Some of these disturbances are: 
1. Waiting for material. 
2.:, If wages depend upon the output of the group--
· '\:. a slow worker. 
3.' .Inadequate, broken, or old-fashioned equipment. 
' .·. ;·4:~·· 'i:osses of time caused by having worker adopt 
. . >/\,new systems,movements, etc. 
':0: ',:<,., 
, .. 5~0.:,,,Fire drills. 
6. Compelling worker to go to the medical aid 
department for the treatment of minor cuts and 
bruises (necessary, of course, but still a dis-
. ··.-. ~ t':·~t,;:• '> '·} ' . turbance) • 
';,_..,.'"' 
~Th~part-piece systems are those in which wages are partly 
deterxnlne'i{ by the output attained. It may be that a weekly 
"!~~ " .' • """'i--1~- ' Yf"';!'!!i< t ,,,,~ ~ "'. 
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guarant~e 'is :sf;·~n the worker, with the stipulation that a bonus 
> '• 
is given if :the{' worker exceeds a certain output; or it may be that 
standards ar'e set up for various speeds and weekly wages are made 
on these standards. Other methods exist, but a description of 
• + ' • ··, "~. 
them would_ entail too much material irrelevant to the scope of 
' ·, '•, 
J \ ',. ··' 
. this paper. Some of the latest textbooks treat this subject very 
adequately.1 <' 
Problems arise in wage systems when the worker cannot under-
stand them. ·He may come to the conclusion that the company is 
trying to 11put.·~~mething over on him". Each employee should be 
given instructions about the pay system when he enters, and asked 
~' . '..;. 
whether he understands it satisfactorily. If differences in wages 
must prevail, the men should be grouped according to skill re-
quired--the groups being as few as possible. The rates that the 
men are getting should be known to all (at least in each group}. 
Before leaving the topic of rewards for working, a statement 
of Whiting Williams might well be added: 
11 It ·is impossible •••• to .1udge the effect of 
either wage or other conditions of work apart from 
the relationships the work permits with other persons. 
What every worker knows is this: that sooner or later 
the final joy of his work is settled, not by him, nor 
by his employer, but by ~he social standing awarded him 
.by his fellow citizens. 11 · 
If- a group appears to be particularly disintegrated, it is 
probably due to lack of proper social possibilities in the plant • 
. ·':-. 
,. :;· 
Lunchrooms,. clubrooms, read1 ng facilities, sports, banquets and 
dances all further group integration. A lunchroom is advisable 
1 J. E. Walters, Applied Personnel Administration, John Wiley, 
New York, 1931. 
Scott, Clothier, and Mathewson; Personnel Management McGraw-
Hil-l: Book Company, New York, 1931. ' 
2 Whiting Williams, Mainsprings of Men, Scribner, New York,l925. 
lflfi!I . F.!i i IlEH &F 
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for many reasons:, it brings the workers into a different environ-
ment for lunch, it ·should furnish them with good food, and it is 
more comfortable and, is cleaner than eating on the job, and it is 
also pleasant and unifies the group socially. Sports are outlets 
for self-expressive tendencies that have been thwarted by techni-
logical forces-;.;.the'. advent of machines and uniformity. 
In Massachusetts, a full-time nurse is required by law for 
most factories. ' This, however, is a minimum requirement and 
plants having more than 1000 employees should maintain an active 
clinic and health service department. It is in the clinic that 
types of accidents can be studied, individuals can be studied, 
complaints can be studied, and a multitude of other problems can 
be analyzed. · Somebody in the clinic should be acquainted with 
the compiling of statistical data in order that questions such as 
these will be answered: At what time of day do most accidents 
occur? What are the most frequent causes for accidents? Is ther.e 
an accident group? Are safety and health campaigns effective? 
Who are the chronic clinic users? Who are fatigue problems? Who. 
are nervous and mental cases? 
The clinic must use tact in dealing with patients. Some 
patEnts feel an abnormal sense of security in the clinic because 
of the hospital atmosphere and the doctor's presence, and are in-
clined to. make :~is'i ts too frequently .1 Others have a very marked 
. fear for anything ·.connected with medicine and surgery and in 
consequence, vi~it· the clinic too infrequently. Sometimes nurses 
are asked to make ,calls on ill employees. She must be very care-
ful that the worker does not believe that she is playing the part 
1 V • V •. Anderson,' Psychiatry in Industry, Harper & Bros., New 
York, 1929. 
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of truant officer. 
The following case study was made by the author at the 
Pilgrim Laundry Company, Boston, Massachusetts. The items below 
are to be restricted to the working conditions, and represent 
the findings of a survey carried on by the investigator. This 
account is presented to acquaint the reader with conditions within 
the factory, and is not usually included as an appendage to the 
report sent to the management. All findings not considered by 
the investigator to be obvious to the management must be recorded 
in the report sent to them. Following the survey of the working 
conditions, a report for the management will be presented. Con-
siderations will be centered upon the ironing rooms in which female 
help is used almost entirely (except for boys to move trucks 
around, etc.). Concerning the work itself: Quickness and accuracy 
of eye, and muscular co-ordination are of prime importance in the 
finishing room (shirts, collars, and uniforms, etc., are ironed 
here). In all operations, strength and satisfaction in routine 
work are indispensable. Most of the girls stand all day in a hot 
steamy room. 
Working Conditions 
The walls were originally green and white, but a heavy coat-
ing of dirt and dust has accumulated, resulting in unsightly com-
binations of dark-green and yellowish varieties. The corridors, 
stairways, and offices, however, have been painted more recently. 
The wooden floors have been worn in spots, withresultant irre-
gularities which intensify the noise of the metal-wheeled hand 
trucks continuously pushed to and fro. In mid-afternoon, almost 
horizontal rays of sun streak through unclean windows. Some of 
this sun is eliminated by dust-filled white cloths that partically 
cover the windows. The lighting system is direct. A varied 
a,ssortment of reflectors adorn the lamps and many bulbs have no 
reflectors. In the center aisle·of one floor the readings, four 
feet from the floor were: 21, 2.1, 1, 1.4, 2.7, 8.5, foot candles. 
In the washing room some of the machines are of polished metal; 
aisles are wet with soapy water. Temperature readings were: 
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Wet Bulb: Dry Bulb: Finishing Room 64 80 (near ironing) 
58 74 
Flat Room 68 84 
70 86 
Washing Room 62 80 
64 80 
Vice-President's 60 83 
Office 
Miscellaneous: 
1. The operators were timed. The operation studied con-
sisted of taking ironed shirts from racks, ironing surfaces missed 
by others, folding shirt around cardboard, putting a small card-
board in collar, pinning a paper band around shirt, and placing 
shirt on a rack. Three operatore were in action. Operator #3 was 
the tallest of the group by about five inches. She appeared to be 
working at a greater speed than the others, but included many 
unnecessa.ry movements in her work. Of these she could not rid her-
self because of previous training. She performed the operation in 
53, 53, 45, 44, and 52 seconds. Operator #3 was facing the back of 
!12, who performed her work in: 47, 38, 46, 50, 44, and 49 seconds. 
Operator #2 was facing the back of operator #1, who had girls en-
gaged in another type of operation in ·'front of her. She completed 
five shirts in 62, 68, 61, 61, and 62i seconds. All tables were 
of the same height. Footstools had been given to the girls. None 
of the girls used them. 
2. The workers attain normal operating speed from a 
standstill in approximately 1 minute 15 seconds. 
3. A moist shirt is completely ironed and assembled 
in 4 to 4 minutes 15 seconds. 
Social Structure: The company has a mutual benefit club to 
which employees donate at times when they feel able to do so. This 
organization celebrates a Christmas party, and two or three dances 
a year. The proceeds of the club go to needy or ill employees. 
There are no employee circulars. 
The building has not space for a lunchroom. 
No": 44-Bt) • 
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Survey of the 
Working c·ondi tiona of the Pilgrim Laundry Company 
I. Scope of Survey 
A four-hour investigation was made in order to determine the 
working conditions in general, the disturbances of greatest im-
portance, themethod of correcting these adversities, the program 
to be followed, and the probably results to be achieved. 
II. Findings in General 
The physical invironment is not such that highest efficiency 
is to be expected from the employees. In general, the interior 
conditions of the factory are unsatisfactory to morale and output; 
suggesting very emphatically that the management is negligent and 
indifferent to the health and comfort of the employees. Considera-
tion has been made, of course, of the fact that this type of work 
is strenuous because of the rapidity with which movements must be 
made, monotonous because of the necessary adherence to one or a 
few operations, and uncomfortable because of the proximity to hot 
machines and pipes. These conditions augment the necessity for a 
careful analysis of the working situation with the aim of dispens-
ing with all unnecessary disturbances. The following factors seem 
of ~ajor importance. 
III. Specific Findings 
Walls. Ceilings, and Floors: The plant is in need of a com-
Plete, thorough clean-up. The labor for this task should be no 
problem at the present time, and the expenses incurred would be 
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relatively insignificant in comparison with the results that would 
be obtained. It might be well to wait, if some of the men in the 
plant are to be idle, until some date in the near future when em-
ployees will be available. It may save letting some men go, and 
they will be more valuable men when they resume their former jobs 
in an environment that they themselves have taken pains to pro-
duce. Of course this procedure is only possible at a time in 
which men find difficulty in procuring jobs. They are thankful, 
under these conditions, that the company is attempting to keep 
them on the payroll. 
The upper portions of the walls and the ceilings should be 
coated with kalsomine or flat white paint, in order that the rooms 
may be more cheerful and a good reflection1surface offered for the 
lighting system. The lower surfaces of the walls (to approximately 
five feet from the floor) may well be painted a light gray because 
the work in the plant is not such that it will soil the walls. A 
A light shade will also lessen the amount of contrast in the room, 
giving the room a slightly larger appearance. The sprinkler sys-
tems are usually painted red because this color does not show dust 
accumulations as much as white. The system painted in this fashion 
continues to remind employees that their factory is relatively 
safe against conflagrations. 
It is difficult and costly to repair floors. The least that 
should be done, however, is to examine the floor surfaces with the 
view of detecting hazardous spots that might cause injuries due to 
tripping, turning of the foot, etc. Undoubtedly the metal-wheeled 
hand trucks cause noise and vibrations that may be eliminated by · 
equipping the trucks with solid rubber tires. 
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Windows: The windows must be properly equipped with shades 
because of the seriousness of the presence of almost horizontal 
rays of sun, to the eye that is continuously ~oving. It will be 
of value to consider the advisability of having the shades pull 
up from the bottom in order that light may enter the tops of the 
windows, striking the walls on the opposite side and diffusing 
therefrom. Translucent panes of glass in the windows would be 
the most satisfactory solution of the problem. 
Illumination: The foot candle readings of 21, 2.1, 1, 1.4, 
2.7, and 8.5 show clearly the need for better lighting. These 
rea_dings were taken four feet from the floor, in equal spacings 
from one end of the ironing room (for flatwork) to the other, in 
the center aisle. The rea~ing of 21 foot candles, taken in the 
pathway of a projector is much too high. The girls are folding 
and packing sheets here and require no more than a 6 candle power 
intensity. This light intensity is especially harmful because of 
the relative darkness of the rest of the department. A bright 
light of this sort produces continuous eyestrain because of an 
innate compulsion to receive bright ob.1ects in the center of the 
retina. Attempts of those employed in the neighboring da.rker sec-
tions to turn from that light are fatiguing. The low readings are 
ha.rdly sufficient for aisle light, and as the aisles were no darker 
than the inner spaces, the lighting in general may be said to 
reach levels much too low for this type of work. 
A complete new lighting system with a more efficient placement 
is advised, although conditions would be improved greatly by simply 
installing standard diffusing reflectors in place of the varied 
assortment of lights and shades now in use. If a new lighting 
.. 
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system is agreed upon, four to five industrial lighting concerns 
should be chosen to submit constru~tion reports on the most feas-
ible types of lighting systems they have to ofrer. Undoubtedly 
a type of airect lighting will be chosen because of the poor re-
flection surface of the ceilings, even if painted. Because the 
eyes of the workers must be continuously alert, a reflector that 
conceals all or most of the bulb should be used in order to mini-
m1ze eyestrain and fatigue. At least ten per cent of the light 
should go to the ceiling to soften the contrast. The walls and 
machinery may throw sufficient light to the higher surfaces, if 
not, a type of reflector may be used tha.t has spaces cut around 
the point of the cone to emit light to the ceiling. The Benjamin 
"Type 79" Glassteel Diffuser is an example of this .1 Another 
suggestion is the bowl type of glass ~eflector with a corrugated 
mirror refleating surface. 2 
Tempera.ture and Humidity: The temperatures and humidities 
at various points in the plant were found to be BS follows: 
Wet Bulb: Dr:z Bulb: Humidity 
Finishing Room 64° 80° 41% 
58 74 36 
Flat Room 68 84 43 
70 86 44 
Washing Room 62 80' 35 
64 80 41 
Vice-President's Office 60 83 23 
The humidity readings are given as percentages of the amount of 
moisture that the air can hold at the temperatures given. The 
1 Made by the BenJamin Electric Mfg. Co., Des Plaines, Illinois. 
Shown in catalogue No. 24-A. 
e An example of this type 6f refleator may be found in the catal-
ogue: Industrial Lighting with X-Ray Reflectors, No. 448, 
~urtis Lighting, Inc., Chicago, Illinois • 
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air is slightly dry throughout the plant. Evidently the hot 
pipes and the ironing machines dry the air more than the steam 
from the clothes humidifies it. This is to advantage because the 
dry air lessens the effect of the high temperatures to some extent. 
No attempts should be made to increD.se the relative humidity, if 
the temperature is not lowered at the same time •. Air circulation 
should first be examined with the aim of adapting a plan that will 
make possible a constantly stirring air circulation devoid of 
stagnant air accumulations. It appears that this is most needed 
in the flat room. 
No remedial measures are necessary in the case of the vice-
president's office other than proper window manipulation. The 
office is small and could be made comfortable with little diffi-
culty. 
The temperature throughout the plant is too high for body com-
fort. As there are ample windows in the plant, a blower system is 
probably unnecessary. Humidimeters should be on each floor and 
windows should be opened (probably at the rest periods, to give the 
employees time to get fresh air and move around) whenever the 
indicators show unfavorable atmospheric conditions. 
Immediate Working Surroundings: Provision should be made for 
the soapy water leakage from the washing machines. Wet aisles are 
especially d·angerous for men are required to push trucks and c:·arry 
laundry through them. The women are not always able to see directly 
in front of them. If this leakage cannot be corrected, raised 
boards could be used over the cement. 
The machines of polished metal will be of no concern if tte 
lighting system is modernized. 
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The workers were timed, and one operation was chosen for study. 
The operation consi a ted of taking ironed shirts from racks, ironing 
surfaces missed by others, folding shirt around cardboard, putting 
a small cardboard in collar, pinning a paper band around shirt, and 
placing shirt on a rack. Three girls were performing this opera-
tion, and were fed by a relay s~tem (each girl had a portion of 
the shirt to iron; when she finished her work on the shirt she placed 
it on a stand for the next girl). Operator #3 was the tallest of 
the group by about five inches. She appeared to be working at a 
greater speed than the other, but included many unnecessary move-
ments in her work. 
previous training. 
Of these she could not rid herself because of 
The layout of the workers is given below: 
'ndc.k~ fv .. 
l----c ----< Uuf• ... ,st..uf 
They finished their shirts in (seconds): 
Operator #3 
53 
53 
45 
44 
52 
Operator #2 
47 
38 
46 
50 
44 ~ 
49 
B 
"' c 
H 
Operator #1 
62 
68 
61 
61 
62t 
Gou JS 
(1.,.c.l< $ frv 
"+•l1•~"~~ 
C.ou J c; 
The averages and average deviations have been ascertained to be: 
Operator #3 
Average 49.4 
Av. Dev. 3.9 
Operator #2 
Average 45.7 
Av. Dev. 3.1 
Operator #1 
Average 63. 
Av. Dev. 2. 
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The average deviation is, in this case, an indication of the 
degree of consistency (or inconsistency) with which the tbree girls 
work. No doubt, the reason for the relatively high average devia-
tion in the case of operator #3 is that she uses many unnecessary 
motions. Further study would be necessary to determine the feasi-
bility of retraining her. The above averages reveal that operator 
#2 is quicker in her performance than the other two. To make a 
comparison, a few seconds after operator #1 finishes three shirts 
(about 190 seconds), operator #2 has four shirts to her credit. 
At the end of the day, operator #2 is in the neighborhood of 200 
shirts ahead of the slowest of the group. 
Because of the fact that operator #3 is tall and gives the 
appearance that she is accomplishing much, she should change posi-
tions with operator #1, and results should be tabulated. Because 
of the fact that the slower members of the group benefit more by 
competition, operator #2 should be placed at the front desk (for 
theoretically, she derives the least benefit from competition) 
followed by operator #3, than #2. Results should again be tabu-
lated. These two placements should be given at least one week's 
trial each before conclusions can be drawn. 
Footstools are usually unsatisfactory because of the feeling 
of insecurity experienced when standing on them. The fear is in-
creased when one has to move about ffequently and rapidly. Small 
wooden platforms may be built if it is not deemed advisable to 
alter the heights of the benches. The fact that a variation of 
five inches in heights exists is proof that there should be a 
difference of at least two inches in the bench heights. Books 
are available giving proper bench heights.l 
l Miles and Stone, Industrial Psychology in Practice, London, 1932. 
.... 
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Social Structure: The welfare club is an excellent plan. 
Because of the fact that individuals do not like to be taxed in 
a compulsory fashion, the policy of allowing them to donate when-
ever they wish, merits recognition. It seems, however, that the 
donations must be given by a minority of the workers. This would 
be unfair if true, and some mild form of diversified taxation 
should then take place of the present system. No doubt the Christ-
mas party and dances contribute appreciably to the welfare fund, 
and also to ·the maintenance of the social integrity of the group. 
These practices should be stimulated and continued as much as 
possible for it builds a close association of pleasure, happiness, 
and social cheer with the work in which they are engaged. 
It is unfortunate that lunchroom space is not available, and 
because of this something should be done to encourage a change of 
environment during lunch hours. The plant yard is of sufficient 
size to offer spa~e for activity of a'recreational sort for the men 
when the weather permits. Perhaps the girls could be tempted to 
stroll about here. It should be kept in mind that a well-managed 
lunchroom is a direct asset to a plant engaging in monotonous work; 
and if at· any future date financial backing becomes available for 
the building of a lunchroom adjoining the plant, the advantages of 
this project should be seriously considered. 
The size of the plant does not warrant the periodical circu-
lation of employee papers or magazines. It should be the policy 
of the company, however, to present each employee with the company 
Yearly calendar, anp. other forms of advertisementa that are dis-
tributed to customers. An inexpensive and effective method of 
creating or animating company interest is to have an official 
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(the vice-president in this case) mail individual letters of com-
mendation to those doing good or exceptional work. Workers derive 
decided satisfaction in knowing that they have gained the recog-
nition of a "big man" and realize that their efforts were not alto-
gether fruitless, even though they have not received monetary com-
pensation. 
IV. Conclusion 
All of,the above recommendations are or will be vital to the 
efficient management of this plant. As financial statements prove 
that the Pilgrim Laundry Company is one of the few sound laundry 
establishments in Boston today, growth is practically inevitable. 
This means that a program must be planned to provide for this 
growth (with due care that the program is not too great a financial 
burden to the company). It is suggested that a detailed program 
be arranged by a committee composed of the following: 
1. President 
2. Vice-president 
3. Junior Executives 
4. Treasurer 
5. Accountant 
6. Industrial Psychologist 
This report will be read, supported by estimates of the costs 
or the improvements.· These estimations will be supplied by repu-
table contractors, who will have studied the exact nature of the 
changes suggested. The accountant will be equipped, of course, with 
adequate financial statements of the company, with notations as to 
I 
the amount of money available immediately for this purpose. The 
industrial psychologist will be prepared to state the order in which 
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these changes should take place, with the aid of his knowledge 
of the magnitude of each problem in relation to the others and a 
true conception'·of the financial ability of the company. 
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Chapter IV 
CASE STUDY OF THE HOOD RUBBER COMPANY 
Let us suppose that we have knowledge of the fact that the 
Hood Rubber Company of Watertown, Mass2chusetts, has a.personnel 
system which, .although very good, can be improved upon. We also 
know that the company in normal times employs at least 6,000, and 
that the proper management of a group of this size requires a 
highly efficient personnel department. This amount of employees 
guarantees that at least moderately large groups (200 to 400) are 
engaged in identical .1obs; and that, because of this, ability 
testing may be beneficial. Let us assume also that we understand 
there are no tests of this sort in use at present. We have heard 
that the personnel policies have remained intact for a number of 
years, and that the reason for this is that little difficulty is 
experienced in recruiting skilled men now, and that the company 
has cut its personnel almost in half. 
You are of the opinion that now is a favorable time to carry 
out an investigation for the following reasons: 
1. A higher efficiency of the workers will increase 
output and decrease overhead, ultimately bettering 
the financial condition of the company. 
2. The personnel system and working conditions are 
such that improvements can be made. 
3. Because of the present economic situation of the 
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country, considerable can be done to raise the 
morale of the workers in the plant. 
4. Because so few are working the possibilities are 
·great that little attention is paid to working 
conditions. Frequently when half the usual number 
of employees ~re on the job, half of the lights 
are illuminated, and about the same fraction of 
the usual attention is given to the employees. 
5. A case study would not require a heavy expenditure 
now. A program would accompany the recommendation. 
report, alloting the suggestions to different years. 
The next step would be to interview the proper official and 
• 
state your contentions to him. The president, vice-president, or 
general manager should be interviewed. I~ this case, it would be 
the vice-president. Let us say that he accepts your offer and you 
embark on your project, armed with his written permission to study 
the plant. You have ~an outline (as suggested in chapters two and 
tr.ree) to help you. Your first step would be to visit the em-
ployment manager's office, make yourself known, and gain their co-
operation. It is of utmost importance that you remain on friendly 
terms with this department for you need their assistance. It must 
be understood that you are not simply trying to meddle into their 
affairs. It is good practice to interview the manager and hie 
assistants individually in order that facts, viewpoints and atti-
tudes of each may be compared. Do not stop with officials; seek 
information from the stenographers and clerks of the department. 
Following the office work, a survey of the plant should be 
carried out for the purpose of obtaining facts about the factory 
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operations, the skills required, the movements necessary in the 
various operations, and the working conditions. The investigator 
should be equipped with one of ench of the following: 
1. Photometer or illuminometer 
2. Humidimeter (wet and dry bulb thermometer) 
3. Stop Watch 
4. Steel tape measure 
5. Audiometer (in some cases, but unnecessary here) 
6. Ample paper to record facts 
The Plant should be inspected from the boiler rooms to the 
roof, allowing nothing with possible significance to pass unnoticed. 
Illuminrtion re~~ings must be taken whenever the least doubt exists 
in the mind of the experimenter as to the efficiency of the light. 
Humidity readings should be taken indiscriminately and frequently. 
l!otion analyses must be performed in enough detail to detect any 
incorrect or unnecessary move~ents, and the investigator must be 
on the lookout for any possible problematic conditions, however 
Slight. 
Let us assume that our survey has been completed and the 
following facts have been gathered: 
Legal Title: Hood Rubber Company, Incorporated 
Location: Watertown, Massachusetts , 
Number of Employees: Approximately 3300 at present. 
55% males. 
MANUFACTURING 
Products: Rubber footwear, canvas footwear, rubber heels a.nd 
soles, battery jars, mechanical goods and sundries. 
~.'a 1or Process in J;anufa.cture: Rubber is shipped to the factory 
warehouse, where it is weighed, tested for composj_ tion, and graded. 
Because of lower costs at the other end, rubber usually is cleaned 
previous to shipment to this country; but when this is not the case, 
impurities (sand, wood, etc.) are extracted from the rubber in the 
Plant by a heavy machine called the cracker, composed of a heavy 
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cast-iron frame, and two spiral-grooved rolls which move in opno-
s!te directions to decompose the rubber. In this process a st~eam 
of water is played upon the rubber to remove the foreign substances. 
At the completion of the process, the rubber is pressed into sheets 
about two feet in width, laid on trays and placed into vacuum dry-
ers where the moisture is either pumped out or evaporated. In the 
mixing proc ess, rubber and compounds (sulphur, litharge, zinc 
oxide, carbon black or whiting depending on the desired color of 
the rubber) are mixed on pairs of water-cooled rolls. In spite of 
the fact that the rolls are water-cooled, the mixture becomes quite 
hot. The material passes through the rolls several: times before 
1 t is rea.dy for calendering, a process in which rubber is forced 
t~~ough rolla to be formed into plain or engraved sheets of varying 
degrees of thickness and lengths in preparation for more detailed 
cutting. The rubber, when cut into the proper shapes is transported 
to the making room where the parts are cemented together over an 
aluminum last. Girls assemble the shoes on conveyors, each having 
but one or two operations to perform as the shoe passes. The shoes, 
Y:hile still on lasts, are run into the vulcanizers on cars, to be 
heated under pressure. The vulcanizing process produces resilience 
e.nd toughness in the rubber. 
INTERNAL ORGANIZATION, INTER-DEPART!lENTAL. RELATIONS, PERSONNEL . 
ADMINISTRATION 
Administration and Organization of Personnel Department: 
All employer-employee relationships are under the supervision of 
the industrial relations manager. He assumes responsibility for: 
1. The Emploj~ent Department 
2. The V.edical and Health Service 
3. The Legal and Per~onal Problems 
4. The Group Insurance 
5. Educational Activities 
The employment depart7.ent is composed of a manager, an assistant 
manager, a stenographer and a clerk, and has the function of re-
cruiting, hiring, transfert'ing, (the foreman has authority to dis-
charge although his ~1ction is subJect to the e,pproval of the em-
Ployment dep~rtment), and keeping records of all employees. 
Records and forms used by this department are: 
A. Individual forms: . 
1. Application for Employment. This sheet, for office 
and executive positions only, contains questions concerning per-
sonal information. health, personal interests (intellectual, 
mechaniaal, athletic, social, etc.), education, business experi-
ences and references, personal references, and questions on the 
Salary and work desired, The fourth page of the blank contains 
space for the results of the interview (to be recorded by the 
interviewer) and applicant's plant history after employed. 
2. The Employment Record is not unusual in content. 
The reverse side gives a cumulative account of the worker in regard 
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to service, days lost, when employed, when left, 
leaving. A three-point rating scale on conduct, 
and speed, is also included on this side. Cards designate sex. 
and reasons for 
attendance, skill, 
are colored to 
3. The Employment Card is the card signed by the worker wh~n accepting employment. The card contains space for the employ-
ees check number, rate, etc., and is used by the payroll depart-
ment. 
4. Employee pass. To be used by the employee to gain 
admittance to the factory on his first day of work. It is sent to 
the employment office by the foreman as soon as the man arrives. 
1very employee has a pass in the form of a badge that he must 
present to the watchman in order to pass the gate. 
5. Transfer Card. The card gives the department trans-
ferred into and out of, with ratings on versatility, conduct, atten-
dance, quality and quantity of work, etc., and is filled in and 
signed by the foreman in the leaving department. It is also signed 
by the foreman in the department in which the worker is about to \7ork. 
6. The Change·of Salary card is made out by the employ-
ment department, signed by the foreman, and is approved by the 
office manager and comptroller. It is then returned to the employ-
ment department to be recorded. Its final destination is the payroll 
department. 
7. The Leaving Notice is written by the foreman, who 
states whether the man is to be replaced, and gives the reason for 
his leaving. The card is filed in the employment department office. 
8. The Employment Requisition also originates with the 
foreman. It must be approved by the department head. The card con-
tains apace for the reason for increasing the force, qualities 
desired in the worker, and the job to he filled. 
B. Group Records: 
1. Employment Report for the Month. This sheet (10 by 
20) contains horizontal columns for the day of the month, and verti-
cal columna for analyses of entrances and exits. Other;·items: 
total in, total out, turnover %, turnover % less lay-offs and trans-
fers, number of employees last day of last month, number of em-
ployees last day of this month, number replaced, number on private 
payroll, and departmental averages. 
2. The Employed (loose leaf) Book is a daily list of new 
employees, giving their names and addresses , department symbol and 
numbers, nationalities, and sex. 
3. Leaving Notices. This book is a daily summary of 
cancelled employees, and represents a group account of the indivi-
dual leaving cards. 
c. Test Forms: 
1. Employee's Rating Scale. A five-point scale giving 
ratings on personality, ~apability, performance, and team work. 
2. Otis Intelligence Test. 
Testing: The Otis Intelligence and Employee's Rating Scales 
are used only when the applicant is being considered for an execu-
tive or semi-executive position. The intelligence is rarely used, 
even in this case. Two mechanical aptitude tests have been experi-
mented with but are seldom used in practice: 
1. The 0 1 Connor Wiggly Block Test. 
2. The O'Connor peg board. The subject, with a pair 
of pincers, must insert pins into a board full of holes. This, of 
--=~---
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course, requires dexterous hand and finger manipulation 
Determination of Employment Policies: Policies ar~ usuall 
determined by the higher executives, but those that originate i~ 
the employment department require the approval of one or all of 
the following, depending on the nature of the change: the presi-
dent, vice-president, production manager, and manager of personnel 
relatione. Minor policies are simply talked over with the manager 
of personnel relations and the employment manager. 
Power of Emoloyment Department: The employment department is 
largely advisory in its functions. When a foreman wants a man, 
the employment department sends him one conditionally. He is given 
authority to reject the applicant if he sees fit. This ruling has 
been effected to place responsibility for efficiency of departments 
on the foremen. 
Interview and Emoloyment Routine: The interviews are carried 
on in the outside office in group fashion; although during the 
individual interviews, the person conversing with the manager is of 
sufficient distance from the others that the discussion is inaudi-
ble to them. A general conversation is carried on to note the 
applicant' a fitness for the job. The rapid1 ty with which he reacts 
to statements is noticed as it is used as an indication of his 
physical reaction at work. The job is explained to him with em-
phasis on the pay, training, hours, and nature of work. If the . 
applicant is thus far accepted, an application blank is written by 
the stenographer. The applicant does not yet know the probability 
of his getting the .1ob. He is then given a physical examina.tion. 
A notation is made on the employment record in regard to the physi-
cal fitness of the applicant for the work to which he has been 
assigned. A messenger then takes the man or woman to the foreman, 
Vlho further interviews him and signs the employment record, reta.in-
ing the employment card {which he sends to the employment depart-
ment when the applicant goes to work). The applicant then leaves 
the foreman and finds his way alone to the employment department, 
where he leaves the emploYment record and receives a temporary 
Paper pass to gain admittance when he starts to work. 
All leaving employees a.re interviewed. This interview is con-
ducted to ascertain the reason for leaving, and to discover whether 
or not the worker understands the motive prompting his dismissal. 
Training is done on the job by ins.tructors, for it has been 
found that training in company schools necessitates a second adapt-
tation when the worker is finally put to work. These instructors 
are also production aids and possess the. versatility to fill most 
any position that happens to be vacant. They are rated as assis-
tant foremen. 
. Foremen and production aids are schooled in a training school 
Under the direction of the supervisor of training. He co-operates 
w1 th the employment department for group classes in motion time 
analysis, methods of training, arranging plant visits, and cost 
systems. 
Eages and Salaries: The Bedeaux System is used throughout the 
Plant. Some clerks are paid on this basis. Salary increase, in 
the case of office help and executives depends on the employee's 
Personal rating, by which the employee is rated by a higher execu-
tive after three month's service, and thereafter at stipulated 
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intervals • Minimum and maximum salaries have been ascertained 
for all Jobs and if an employee is considered of such value 
that he merits a higher salary than these limits permit 
committee action is necessary to effect the change. Le~gth of 
servi2e is not considered as a criterion in salary increase. 
:!.moloyee Participation in l.~anagement: It is the desire of 
the executives that the workers make suggestions freely through 
the suggestion system operating, and possess an interest in the 
activities of the plant, but do not actively participate in the 
management. No worker committees exist for this purpose. 
Insurance: The state requirements for accident insurance 
are met. The Arrow Uutual Insurance Company was originally formed 
solely for the purpose of handling the company's insurance, but 
has extended its field to include other companies and customers. 
This insurance company carries out an accident prevention program. 
A contributory plan of life insurance is in action in which · 
supervisory and office help may obtain the advantages of group 
insurance. 
Pens ion: llo def1ni te pens ion system is in action, although 
the company is paying pensions to some who have served the company 
for many years and are in need. The pension policies are not ·. 
generally known about the plant. Each case is treated individually. 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
(Making Room) 
Illumination: Direct white lights with reflectors. Readings 
in assembly room at various points on a conveyor (four feet from 
the floor): foot candle range on girls' work, 5-7; bench at which 
men are heeling shoes, 8; between workers 3.5 to 4.5. 
Humidity: The readings et four points in the room were: · 
56, 58, 57, 56%. The temperature was 70°. 
General Environment: The walls of this department are dis-
colored and--dark; the windows have been painted blue; rubber 
leavings can be seen about the floor; the women floor is somewhat 
irregular (heavy steel-wheeled trucks are used to carry the shoes 
about). This department is not typical of the plant in respeat 
to general working environment; the assembly room ad.1oining has a 
very satisfactory working environment. 
Rest Pauses: There are two five-minute rest pauses per day. 
~ork Considerations: 
1. Leadership. At the time of this research, a change 
in layout was being enacted.by the training supervisor and assis-
tants. The change was affected during the five-minute pause by 
the supervisors, who took off their coats, lifted boxes and pushed 
benches around. The workers helped without being asked. When 
operations began, the supervisor, noticing that work was piling 
up on the bench, helped the worker, jokingly admitting that the 
worker was superior to him on that job. 
In a conversation with a man worker, the investigator 
received the following reply: "Say, this wage rigmarole is about 
as easy to understand as the<lepression. If this change speeds 
up our output, we won't get the benefit. Somebody'll get bounced 
or they'll fix up different rates". 
2. Movements. Motion time studies are made of all 
operations, and timing is made to the thousandths of a second. 
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The change that was being introduced at this time had to do with 
the elimination of motions in which workers shifted articles from 
one hand to the other. 
3. One of the supervisors has noticed that girls who 
dress neatly and attractively generally put out a better quality 
of work, as the assembly of a neat, trim shoe requires a degree 
of artistic ability. A tall, blonde girl in this department was 
dressed in a black silk dress and high-heeled shoes, and appeared 
to be all prepared for the evening's offerings, To her dismay 
she dropped a pail of white liquid on the floor and her dress. 
She halted the conveyor at which she was working for three minutes. 
4. Work Benches. The men are situated at benches at 
one end of each conveyor. Two men work at eBch bench. They have 
their own benches and tools. At one bench there is a discrepancy 
in lieight of the two men of at least five inches. 
Vacations: The workers receive no vacations with pay. There 
is usually a shut-down of a brief interval in the summer time. 
The ·office help and superintendents receive one or two weeks with 
pay. Everybody having worked twenty-five years receives a week's 
vac~tion with pay per year. 
Medical and Accident Aid: Every person injured is required 
to go to the hospital for treatment, under penalty of possible 
discharge from the plant if he or she fails to do so, 
Three hospitals are at the. service of the employees in normal 
times. At present one is in operation. It is composed of one 
doctor, two attending nurses, and one visiting nurse who visits the 
homes of absentees to determine.the reason for the absence, to give 
medical aid, and to ascertain the time at which the worker will be 
able to return. One oculist and one dentist are available at 
certain hours, for very nominal fees. About 50,000 hospital -
employee contacts are made during the year. 
The plant absenteeism is about 2t,%. 
Foremen must post accident charts in their superintendent's 
office. The superintendents, in turn, must brin~ the composite 
chart of the r department to the general manager s office. 
The major part of the accidents occur in the periods directly 
preceding holidays, week-ends, and lay-offs (especially caused by 
slow reactions. 
Sports, Social Organizations, etc: There is a girlst club 
that meets once or twice a year. It is of a charitable nature 
sending food baskets to those in need in the factory, etc. 
A gymnasium is evialhble to the men employees at a small 
membership fee. It is patronized largely by executives. 
A golf association has been formed. The members enjoy re-
duced rates at a nearby golf course. 
The plant has an annual outing. 
There is a lunchroom, and also an employee store that sells 
company products at slightly above cost. 
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Report of the 
PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIG/TIONS IN THE 
HCOD RUBBER COMPANY 
Conducted by 
Karl Richard Kunze 
Industrial Psychologist 
•• ; ••••.••••••.•• to disclose, formulate, 
and provide remedial measures for, prob-
lemat1c conditions in the Hood Rubber 
Company plant •••••• ~ ••••••• • •••• • ••••••• 
Prepared for the 
Hood Rubber Company, Inc. 
Watertown, Massachusetts 
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Report of the 
Psychological Investigations ot· the 
P.ood Rubber Company 
Recommendations, P ereonnel Department Functions= 
I. The record system has been found to be satisfactory. It 
is suggested, however, that when new cards are printed, that all 
unnecessary items be deleted. The worker's nationality (a re-
latively unimportant item) appears on six different cards. It is 
a waste of valuable time to ask recorders to insert facts that 
never will be used. 
II. The employee's rating scale is an excellent one. To 
be used accurately, however, ratings from at least three indif-
ferent individuals who are acquainted with the· man are necessary. 
Persistency, ambition, self-confidence and good naturedness are 
qualities that might be added advantageously to this scale. 
III. The O'Connor niggly Block Test indicates a person's 
ability to visualize and appreciate three-dimensional space 
relationships and is practically useless in prognosticating 
success in jobs at the Hood Rubber Company. 
IV. The O'Connor Dexterity Test has been prepared to test 
rather delicate finger manipulation, and should only be used as 
a supplement to other tests. 
V. A testing system is recommended that will evaluate the 
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abilities of applicants with reference 
to the elements of the 
.]obs' and not the jobs themselves • Production jobs at this 
plant may be roughly classified: 
A. Unskilled labor, such as: 
1. Work in the warehouses, packing trucks, push-
ing hand-trucks, etc. 
2. Indirect labor in the processes of washing, 
mixing, and calendering rubber; such as carry-
ing and sorting rubber~ 
B. Skilled labor. All of these jobs require considerable 
training because (a) they are hazardous and a mistake 
might cause a serious accident, or (b) an error might 
disrupt the continuity of a whole group, or (c) the 
.1obs are intricate and require good quality work. The 
work is not of the highly skilledlabor type, such as 
the watchmaker or fountain pen adjuster, but is some-
what higher than the so-called semi-skilled group. The 
,1obs in this catagory are: 
1. Manipulating the rubber on the mill and calender, 
and miXing the compounds. 
2. Jobs in cutting and assembling. 
3. Inspecting finished material. 
c. Expert and supervisory operations, such as: 
1. Personnel department officials 
2. Training school officials 
3. Supervisors, foremen and production aids 
Administrative and others at the plant may be roughly classified: 
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A • Untrained help, such as: 
1. Doormen and gatemen 
2. Office and messenger boys 
;. Janitor's helpers and possibly night watchmen 
4. Truckmen (not drivers) 
B. Clerical help, such as: 
1. File clerks 
2. Stenographers 
;. Ediphone , Comptometer, and Elliot-Fisher 
operators 
C. Truck drivers and elevator boys 
D. Salesmen and saleswomen 
E. Junior Executives 
F. Research and laboratory men 
VI • The testing system on produc·t1on jobs are to be devised· 
with the following cons1. derations in mind: 
A. Unskilled labor, recommendations: 
1. The clinic should interview every leaving.laborer 
of this group who has been engaged in arduous 
work, in order to discover and record oases of 
men leaving because of physical strain. Accurate 
records must be kept. 
2. If results are positive and the strenuousness of 
the labor cannot be diminished in the plant by 
means of improved trucks or tools, pulleys, 
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or overhead cranes, dynamometrical examinations 
should be included in the physical examinations. 
The standards should be set up by tests results 
of the sucaesaful unskilled laborers in the plant. 
The chain dynamometer attached to the floor would 
be neaesaary to test the muscles flexing the 
spine and rest of the thorax. An arm dynamometer 
may also be used for the biceps and brachialis 
muscles {the brachialis muscles flex the forearm and 
push the arm inward and outward). It must be 
realized that good physical condition does not 
guarantee physical strength, although both usually 
go hand in hand. A person passing all health 
standards may be unfit for strenuous labor. 
B. Skilled labor, recommendations: 
1. Continue the methods of rec·ruiting men. 
2. The physical examination should place emphasis 
upon the eye testings of the subject in order that 
an accurate determination is made of the visual 
acuity, presence of astigmatism, and range of peri-
pheral vision in each subject. Good eyesight is of 
most importance in conveyorized and inspe~tion work. 
3. Do not consider the merits of the sample method of 
testing. This method presents questions o~ t~e 
content of the work. Itany valuable men might be 
lost because of their inability to handle written 
work, or to read the ~nglish language. 
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A careful analysis of arm movements involved in the 
making and inspection jobs with an aim of breaking 
these movements into elements and devising arm 
dexterity tests, shouldbe performed. Satisfactory 
tests of muscular co-ordination of this sort are 
not available. New tests must be set up and 
standardized within the factory. The test should 
contain manipulation of large objects by the arms 
and hands (from one hand to the other), motions 
of increasing complexity with special emphasis 
on dual co-ordination and degree of variation in 
routine exercises. 
C • Expert and supervisory operations, recommendations: 
1. The rating scale should be continued. Suggestions 
have been offered in regard to this IDale. 
2. Intelligence tests must be administered to all 
applicants for supervisory positions. The Otis 
Intelligence test in stock is satisfactory. Per-
sons receiving low scores should not be rejected, 
but must be subjected to a scrutinous examination, 
especially on the standard of quality and accuracy 
maintained in his work •. It is also very improbable 
that one having a low intelligence quotient will 
be possessed of the ability to form sound .Judg-
ments about his work, have a wide range of !now-
ledge on his subJect, or be mentally productive 
to a great extent. 
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A personality test is suggested to act as a check 
against possible prejudices in the rating scale. 
This test should be given to all employees having 
a supervisory position that places them in con-
tact with a large number of workers or other 
subordinates (the plant or general manager may 
not be required to take this test). The Bernreuter 
Personality Inventoryl Test is probably the best, 
consolidated personality appraisal test published, 
and would be satisfactory for use here. 
4. As a man's technicnl aptitudes, standards of work 
in regerd to quality and quantity, and knowledge 
of the essentials of his job have been studied by 
hie superiors {and also recorded on production 
sheets) for years before he is considered as an 
applicant for a higher position, trade tests are 
not considered necessary. 
VII. The testing system on administrative and other Jobs will 
be devised with the following considerations in mind: 
A. Untrained help, recommendations: 
1. The Otis Intelligence Test (or possbly a non-
language mental ability test) should be adminis-
tered with the view of treating those having in-
telligence quotients of below about 85, and above 
l Robert G. Bernreuter, The Personality [nventory Test, Stanford 
Uni vera i ty Press, Stanford University, California, 1931. 
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approximately 110, with skepticism. The reason 
for the limitation on th e upper levels is because 
an intelligent person is more apt to become 
dissatisfied with a job of this sort and search 
for one that is commensura.te to his abilities 
nnd interests. A mental job will usually produce 
a derogatory effect on one posseseed with a high 
intelligence, unless he is devoid of any tendencies 
toward ambitiousness. 
2. The clinic should conduct psychiatric examina-
tions as in (C) if any of the above men are to 
drive automobiles. 
B. Clerical Help, reco~mendations: 
1. In addition to all other possible information 
about the applb ant, 1 t is desirable to use both 
a mental alertness and a clerk-file test in the 
determination of fitness for a file-clerk position. 
2. The Scott Company has developed a file-clerk test 
that has proven satisfactory. Johnson o•·connor 
has published a very simple and satisfactory cleri-
cal test. A general review of some of the authori-
tative writings had better be made before a file-
clerk test is choeen.l 
1 Plntner' Intelligence Testing, Henry Holt And c·ompany I New 
York, 1923. 
J. E. Walters, Applied Personnel Administration, John Wiley, 
New York, 1931. 
Scott, Clothier, and Mathewson, Personnel Management, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, 1931. 
Bingham and Freyd, Procedures in Employment Psychology, A.W. 
Shaw, Chicago, 1926. 
c. 
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Truck drivers and 1 t e eva or boys, recommendations: 
1. The clinic should conduct psychiatric studies 
or drivers who b~ve accidents frequently in an 
errort to determine characteristics in common 
in the accident prone drivers. In addition to 
the Visual examination (recorrmended to the 
skilled workers), the truckmen should be given 
the Holmgren Yarn Test or Ishihara's tests for 
color blindness. 
2. The clinic should pay particular attention to 
emotional instability and nervous troubles. 
3. E xperiments in space perception will prove of 
worth. 
D. Salesmen and Saleswomen, recommendations: 
1. No doubt, an atbract1ve personal appearance leads 
the way in importance in this voc·ation; and tests 
fall short here. It is the author's opinion that 
the remaining evidence neces-sary to evaluate a 
person in this regard c an be supplied by the 
Bernreuter Personality Inventory test. This test 
will determine the degree of self-sufficiency, 
extroversion, and leadership of t.he sub,1ects--all 
of which are important to selling success. 
E. Junior Executives, recommendations: 
1. Junior executives and expert and supervisory 
operatODs would be subjected to the same personnel 
routine. 
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Laboratory or research men, recommendations: 
1. These men are all men with an extensive experi-
ence and training. Recommended authorities 
from firms previously engaged with, or the 
college attended should be interviewed in an 
effort to gain facts about the applicant's 
value in the re search field. 
2. An acquaintance should be made with the appli-
cant's college record. 
3. It is difficult to prepare tests for positions 
of this kind. For this reeson, it is frequently 
advisable to give a new man a temporary job, at 
which time he will be under observation. At the 
end of a stipulated time, perhaps three months, 
his superiors will be in a position to comment 
favorably or unfavorably abotu him. The new man 
should be wholly acquainted with the terms under 
which he is hired. 
VIII. Interviews should be carried on in the rrrnE:ger' E or 
's::.iste.nt' s office whenever possible. Group interviewing prompts 
a. feeling of self-consciousness and makes an interviewee ill at 
ease, whether or not others can hear him. The foremost point is 
that others can .!!.!.! him attempting to get a .]ob. 
IX. The belief that the rapidity with which one reacts to 
str,tements is an indication of his physical reaction time at work 
is unfounded and should be discarded. Both actions, although 
depending on the nervous system, are separate habits and have been 
.. 
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for::;ed by the 1mpreasiqns or different elements in the environ-
ment. :be rapidity with which we react vocally depends upon 
mental alertness and family tr~1n1ng, and the rapidity of 
~hysical reactions in work depends largely on our training in 
tbt field. 
X. The applicant must be told of the probability of his 
getting a job as soon as possible. Do not wait until he reaches 
the foreman. It the interviewer or personnel man, or assistant 
is avP-ilable, be should accompany the worker to bis foreman. One 
c:· ·r;ot predict \llhat a messenger boy will tell the new employee. 
The worker must never be allowed to r ind his way to the employ-
~ent department trom the foreman, he should be accompanied in 
order that be will not lose his way and experience the embarrass-
~ent of having hundreds of men and women worker-s stare and laugh 
at him as he flounders in one door and out the next. 
XI. The workers should be allowed to partake in the educa-
tional offerings of the plant if they so desire. Reference is 
'Ceing made to the Friday afternoon group classes in motion time 
rnalysis, methods"''ot training, arranging plant visits, and cost 
systems. Very few will attend these classes, but workers will 
. 
not entertain the impression that their presence is prohibited. 
XII. It is good policy to tre~t p~nsions as individual cases, 
However, the company is not gaining the greatest advantage of a 
P.ens1on system--strengthening of the bonds between the worker and 
·.' v t;G:r.e:nt. The employees should know that, although the company 
hac no definite pension system, those who have worlced industrially 
for many years and are in need are ~ided financially. ' 
'·. 
'' ! 
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XIV. The employees will not run away with the plant if they 
are rllowed a degree or participation in management. Worker re-
presentat1V9S will prove surprisingly efficient and constructive 
a placed on a recomttenda.tion board. c erta1nly they should have 
voice 1n matters pertaining to their own jobs, working conditions, 
c:cc1dC:nts, and social tunctions. 
~co::-.:::endn.tlons,-Itorkins Conditions: 
I. The illumination and bumidtty ere satisfactory. 
II. It is essential that immediate efforts be made to 1m-
prove the working conditions of the making room surveyed. Con-
st~uct1ve criticisms ere unnecessary for the changes simply require 
a duplication or the efforts previously made in the neighboring 
depo.rtments. It the neighboring departments were in the same con-
dition, betterments would not be as urgent; but because one de-
P~tment is slighted, the situation is serious. 
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• An analysis of fatigue and energy output of each job 
is d 
a Vised, in order to determine the periods of greatest fatigue 
durinR th ~ e day. Directly after this point, at least a ten-minute 
rest Period should be f introduced, and results tabulated. Some o 
the p 088ible methods or measuring fatigue and energy output are: 
l. Production--quality and quantity of output. 
2. Amount or time involved 1nrecuperat1ng. 
3. Amount or unnecessary movements. 
4. Amount of distraction necessary to pull personts 
attention from his work. 
5. Respiration--pneumograph readings. 
6. Blood pressure--pshygmomanometer. 
7. Perspiration--psychogalvanometer. 
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8. Measurements of strength~-dynamometer or ergograph. 
9. Oxygen consumption per unit of output. 
10. Introspection. 
IV. A favorable relationship exists between the supervisors 
and the workers, as far as can be determined. 
V, Girls should be encouraged or required to wear smocks 
in or~er that they will not pay more attention to their clothes 
than to their work. The men will also pay more attention to their 
work. 
VI. In regard to the heights of benches in this department, 
the men should be teamed up according to height, and the benches 
should be adjusted to the most efficient height. 
VII. A safety committee, composed of two workers, one superin-
tendent, and a member of the Massachusetts Safety Council should 
be organized monthly for the purpose of carrying out an investiga-
tion of the working sections of the plant. The two workers and 
superintendent should be elected every month. A report of this 
sort would be passed in to the general manager. Copies would be 
made and posted in every department. 
Factory Inspection Report 
M._achine Shop: 
~ Goggles found broken. 
~xoe:rimental Denartment: 
Man using emery wheel without goggles. 
aeceiving Denartment: 
Tank leaning on scale. By moving scale tank may fall on some 
Person's foot ~~ . £:411 Room: 
b Nails in sole board sticking up. Iron slabs on floor need to 
e fixed. The ends stick up and somebody may trip and get a bad fall. 
fabric Cutting Room: 
Hole in floor covered with tin cement. Machine belts in bad 
Shape. Nails on end of table. Step ladder leaning on machine. 
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RubberThread Department: 
Nails sticking out of barrels. 
Packing Department t . 
Stairs leading to balcony need repairing. 
La ::t Room: 
Need new beaver boards against wall. Night men should put 
lasts away in bins inste~d of throwing them outside of bin. Some-
body may fall on them. Piece of tin on wall. 
VIII. Sport and social activities are so entirely lacking that 
c:.n c.cti ve committee would be required to stimulate the employees 
c..nd crevte an interest. Because of the fact that the plant is 
not active every day in the week, the employees would have plenty 
of time and would derive much pleesure from a bowling league, 
ba~eball, basketball, golf or tennis team. rhe kind of sports 
and manner in which they will be carried out ·would be entirely up 
to the committee. 
financial Canability of the Hood Rubber Company to Carry out the 
~bove Recommendations. 
I. Brief Historical Survey: The Hood Rubber Company Ras 
incorporated in Massachusetts in 1896. All of the interests (with 
a few exceptions, such as employee stock, etc.) have been kent 
in the Hood family until recently (1929). In 1929, the Goodrich 
~ompany nurchased over half of the stock and incorporated the 
company in Delaware. 
II. A Balance Sheet will be found on the next page. 
BALANCE SHEET OF THE HOOD RUBBER CO:·~PAHY 
1926 192'7 1928 1929 1930 
1931 
- -
-
- -
Cash 2002 1809 2064 '721 21G 419 
ACCOU.l'1t8 Rec. ?622 6894 '7348 10371 151354 10455 Notes Receivable 1573 3 
MerchrmcJ.i se 15899 11948 10439 1072 967 
PlAnt 8200 13150 13500 12126 11037 11'799 
InvE: £ t:tX: nts 20 26 26 2339 1119 1992 • 
?e. tentH 1 1 1 
< PrepAid Items 712 G58 701 205 171 144 I 3Z •163 • ~·o·1t;G :S•t:OIJO" 2'733() 2'7274 24781 M 
C\l 
M 
Accounts Pn:t nble 1402 o-iO 458 495 1661 
Notes ?tty ttble 9650 3925 ·i:385 1'796 
Accru~ls 3;55 Zol 90 llC 103 
MiFc. RoebfJI'ves 15 
Thrift Club 2~3 
C~ap 1 to 1 Stock 6000 6000 6000 
?refer1•e,d 7·'!t 5329 5[>$11 5027 
Preferred 5 ~j:} r29 ~92 Employt-f!S Sp 6000 GfslO 0810 H.R.Co. Pl'Od. Pl'. 10:JO 1000 1000 ?unded IY:;bt. 6000 10£.00 104.00 Surplu~ 34.29 3•; t)l 9800 0610 50S'[) 10::5~ c~c,... 
.• .~ ...... -, .. ; 0 11065 C,537 
0~.3 :_;. ·-~ .:~ ~-) 'J :~ ,(~ ()~j(} ::..:'/.::-~~~6 ~' A.;, I~ t·;: ~::t('bT 
Curl'c>Il t R•' t'io 2/l 4J·/1 ~;/l 0/l 2:J//~ 7/~ 
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III. The scles or the company were: 
1922 25,239,000 
3 28,180 
4 28,248 
5 29,096 
6 38,592 
7 37,700 
8 28,500 
IV. Record of Debentures (000 omitted): 
December 31 
Comments: 
192S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
30 
31 
7% 
6,0C:O 
5,800 
5,600 
5,400 
5,400 
4,937 
4,524 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
4654 
4074 . 
a. No retirement in 1929 in 7% issue. 
b, The St.% issue is being retired. There is no 
retirement clause in the issue. 
c. Anticipation of 1,202,000. of bonded indebtedness. 
V. The loss of 2,226,796 in 12/31/28 mostly an accounting 
loss, Caused by rubber revaluations by Goodrich. 
VI. The 7% bonds are now selling at 46. (L.41H.49). 
The St.% bonds are now selling at 40. (L.3af H.43). 
This is not low in the present market. Other bonds: 
U. s. Rubber 6t selling at 35 (L.27 H.39). 
Goodrich novt selling at 38 (L.34 H.49). 
Kelley Springfield 6% now selling [t 38 (L.32 H.463/4). 
VII. There was a net loss of 2,500,000 in 1930-31. No divi-
dends were declared, This loss was caused by shrinkage of in-
ventory, increase in net fixed overhead resulting from the factor 
-· 
that operations were not large enouEh to absorb factory burden 
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against goods :nmufaotured. Fixed overhead, such as depreciation, 
trxe2, lnsurr~ce, plant repair, etc., hed to be ch<:>-l'gec: d~rectly 
eF. e.inst surplus. mhis h t id d 
.t. company ns no prov e any reserve of 
"'.urofit s r h or e .rinknge of inventories, hence reduction of inventory 
could only be effected by reduction of surplus. 
VIII. The inventory is now probably at rock bottom value. If 
the co:n .. nny receives a good price on finished goods, s. large 
Ptofi t will be made. 
IX. The accounts payable and notes payable were paid off by 
incre"'sing the bond issue. 
X. The1e has been a berr market in rubber cince 1925. 7he 
country 1s overstocked with large competing compenys, such as 
the ?ires tone, u. s. Rubber, Goodl"ich, and Goodyear Rubber Com-
Pa.nys. 
XI. The general condition of the industry is stated to be: .. 
" Under the combined effect of three successive unfa vorable 
cour:ter see.sone for the sale of footwear ar:.d of the general 'busi-
i>:~;~ c f:.pression, sales volume of the rubber footwear industry 
declined from more than $110,000,000 in 1929, $.88,000,000 in 1930 
and ,;sl,OOO,OOO in 1931 to approximately ~16,000,000 for the 
first six months of 1932" •1 
From the above considerations it is obvious that little can 
be cone by the company in this regard at the present time. How-
ever, 1t is suggested that a committee be appointed for the pur-
Pose of setting up a proe:ram CG.Y,ering ten years for the execution 
---~~--------------------~--~~--~----~--~--~~~--~------1 StL1.tement made by Goodrich officials in the March, 1933, issue 
of the Financial Chronical. 
""· ;t 
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of the recommendations. The comm~ttee will be composed of the 
vice-president, the general manager, the manager of personnel 
relations, the firm accountant, and the investigator. In the 
:::e<:J~tine, the following recommendr.tions ce.n be carried out with-
out expense: III, IV, part of VI and VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, 
XIII, XIV, (second section) V, VII. 
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Chapter V 
CONCWSION 
A vigilant consideration of the Hood Rubber Company pro.1ect 
discloses ~any possible benefits that may be derived from such a 
study ~n ad~it1on to 1te or1g1n~l alffi. In th£ first place, when 
a study of this sort is carried out, many officials learn some-
thing about their company for the first time. One of the most 
e:ra.;hed for circule.ticn, the findings s.nd recon:mendations of the 
Plvnt r.,ode by an outsider. It is much more stricking to see fe..cts 
~~. black and white than it is simply to know of them. Through 
tt;:_ :· entr11 n:eche.nisms of adapta.tion ir.di viduals rapidly l:.ecome 
Ecct.;..:torr.ed to Eituetion if confronted with them per·sistently. 
Howsver, when the s.s.me situation is before us in v different 
:·V-iLe (on prper) • we immediately become conscious of incon-
gruities with the normal. 
The fact that exp~r1ments are in operation is a tempor2ry 
tti~ulotion prompting department heads and others to increase 
the ef~icibncy of the units u~der their supervision. It has 
lE( r. proven rrony t 1 mes thv.t all experimenter E; have to do to in-
crec:.se production is to appear busy--make themselves seen and 
heard. 
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In addition to turnia bing recommendations for minor changes, 
a report of this type should suggest a program and method of 
attack for cardinal changes. A report should contain prolifi~ 
suggestions about all situations which merit attention, whether 
minute or enormous in degree of importance. Problems not to be 
corrected for one reason or another may be included with state-
ments supporting the Judgment that they should be omitted in 
the re:nedial program. An example of this type of problem is one 
in which the correction would inc_ur expenses higher than the 
value of the correction. The installation of an indire~t light-
ing system in the Pilgrim Laundry Company plant would be fine 
for the workers, but the expenses incurred would be all out of 
proportion to the benefits der1 ved. 
The prominent weakness in the industrial investigation is 
not in the report itself, but in the matter of executing the 
recommendations. The psychologist is not employed for ten years, 
the time to elapse before the psychological program is completed; 
he must leave and rely on others (often less interested people) 
th carry on his work. The same difficulty is encountered in 
most forms of psychotherapy. The weakness with child guidance 
has been that the psychiatrists are unable to carry out or 
supervise the recommendations set up. In order to insure success 
1n the execution of factory recommendations, frequent visits to 
the plant must be made. 
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In conclusion, it might well be brought to mind that the 
factory worker spends at least one-third of his day at the 
factory--at his job. His work is menial, and is of no use to 
him in making him a better man, in broadening his personality, 
nor in adding vastly to his store of knowledge. He works for the 
money he receives--little else. Is it not worth the efforts of 
man to bestow upon him as much satisfaction and pleasure as 
~Jossible in the"long, eight or nine-hour grinds that he must 
vrithstand? To obtain a true co1:1prehens1on of the ordeals of an 
unskilled or semi-skilled worker,· it is necessary to follow in 
his foots tepa for a few days, doing hi a worlc. Charts, plan~, 
and schedules produced in the technician's office comprise but 
a fraction of the essential program. Let u~ hope that the future 
will have in store for the worker, a life offering gratifica-
tions that will commensurate Tiith the efforts that he expends. 
Then psychology will have accomplished its purpose. 
*** 
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